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ABSTRACT 
 
Significant portion of today’s internet traffic emerge from multimedia services. When 

coupled with growth in number of users accessing these services, there is tremendous increase in 

network traffic. CDNs aid in handling this traffic and offer reliable services by distributing 

content across different locations. The concept of virtualization transformed traditional data 

centers into flexible cloud infrastructure. With the advent of cloud computing technology, 

multimedia providers have scope for establishing CDN using network operator’s cloud 

environment. However, the main challenge while establishing such CDN is implementing a cost 

efficient and dynamic mechanism which guarantees good service quality to users. 

 

This thesis aims to develop, implement and assess the performance of a model that 

coordinates deployment of virtual servers in the cloud. A solution which dynamically spawns 

and releases virtual servers according to variations in user demand has been proposed. Cost-based 

heuristic algorithm is presented for deciding the placement of virtual servers in OpenStack based 

federated clouds. Further, the proposed model is implemented on XIFI cloud and its performance 

is measured. Results of the performance study indicate that virtual CDNs offer reliable and 

prompt services. With virtual CDNs, multimedia providers can regulate expenses and have 

greater level of flexibility for customizing the virtual servers deployed at different locations. 

 

Keywords: Cloud, Content Delivery Network, OpenStack, Proxy, Video. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter initially describes how multimedia streaming has evolved over the Internet. 

Section 1.2 and 1.3 describe why Content Distribution Networks are needed and how they are 

important for distributing content. Section 1.4 presents the necessary background of Content 

Delivery Networks and the difficulties faced by multimedia providers. Section 1.5 and 1.6 

describes how cloud computing can address the needs of multimedia providers. Finally, this 

chapter concludes with the description of problem statement and research questions that this 

thesis attempt to address. 

1.1 Evolution of multimedia over the Internet  
 

The most significant impact of technology on communications can be accounted to the 

advancement of the Internet. Ever since its initiation, information dissemination over computer 

networks increased remarkably and it has become the source of information for millions of 

users. The user demand for information exchange increased dramatically with the addition of 

World Wide Web (WWW) an information sharing model built on top of the internet.  

 

At the initial stages, the Internet was accessed primarily via dial-up. But in the course of time, 

rise in consumer and enterprise demand for high-speed access prompted the development of 

broadband technology. With the accelerated pace of development in broadband, much of the 

text-based communication is replaced by multimedia and the era of streaming audio and video 

has begun. Modern multimedia services have become an indispensable part of our personal 

and professional lives and it is feasible to access content across the globe due to the widespread 

adoption of broadband technology [1]. 

 

Increased adoption and use of broadband made multimedia services available to users at 

affordable prices. In the recent times, growth in Internet traffic can be seen as a consequence 

of increase of user demand for videos. Significant portion of online services distribute web 

based standard-definition videos as well as high-definition videos by leveraging the immense 

availability of broadband access. The modern services available these days use unicast 

transmission techniques that enable users to view selected videos from large repositories. In 

the year 2014, it was estimated that around 64 percent of global consumer Internet traffic 

emerged solely from the videos and according to a forecast by Cisco, the video traffic is 

expected to account up to 80 percent by 2019 [2],[3]. 

1.2 Need for Content Delivery Networks 
 

Multimedia providers use web as a medium to deliver rich multimedia content to their users 

and earn significant financial incentives from the web based services. Users from multiple 

geographic locations expect fast and reliable content access, with high availability. The 

challenges faced by multimedia providers turn critical with expanding number of users.  

 

Multimedia providers find their servers swamped by the huge demands from large number of 

users. At the same time, distant users who are located far away from the servers are likely to 

experience flaws in the services due to increased latency and jitter. Degraded service with high 

access delays and long download times causes annoyance to users [4]. As a result, multimedia 

providers encounter the challenge of delivering optimized video content to various users while 

ensuring high-speed access and superior experience. 

 

Multimedia providers are concerned with improving their service quality in order to reinforce 

their reputation. They have to focus on improving the experience of users from around the 

globe. In order to address all these issues, multimedia providers need a system of servers 
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networked across the Internet for distributing their video content. Such interconnected network 

of servers is often referred to as the Content Distribution Network or Content Delivery 

Network[4]. Servers in a CDN cooperate transparently while delivering content to users.   

 

The statistics provided by Cisco illustrates the rapid expansion of CDNs. In the year 2014, it 

was estimated that around 57 percent of global internet video traffic traversed CDNs. Cisco 

further forecasted that by the year 2019, almost 72 percent of all internet video traffic will 

cross CDNs and more than half of overall Internet video traffic will be delivered by CDNs[2]. 

Other than online video providers, typical consumers of CDN services are music retailers, 

Internet advertisement companies, Internet service providers, mobile operators and consumer 

goods manufacturers [4]. 

1.3 Significance of Content Delivery Networks 
 

The network of servers deployed for distributing content conforming to the requirements of 

fast delivery and high bandwidth is called a CDN. Typically, a CDN consists of numerous 

edge servers, also called surrogate servers across wide geographic locations. These surrogate 

servers present at various locations act on behalf of the origin server of the multimedia provider 

to deliver content to users. This mechanism especially aided in reducing the issue of 

overloading origin server with large number of requests. 

 

Figure 1. Content delivery methods before and after introduction of CDNs 

 

Figure 1 presents content delivery methods before the introduction of CDNs and depicts how 

surrogate servers of a CDN offload requests from origin server. Moreover, the user experience 

is enhanced by addressing the requests locally[4].In practice, surrogate servers of CDNs 

typically host wide range of static content ranging from images to high definition videos. 

CDNs have the following features [4],[5]: 

  

a) Reliability 
With the availability of wide spread surrogate servers, a CDN helps in building a fault tolerant 

network. CDNs usually employ efficient load balancing mechanisms to perform seamlessly in 

case of service outages at any location. This helps a service to recover soon and resume its 

normal operations. 

 

b) Low latency 
CDNs help in off-loading the origin server. A website can have users from any part of the 

world and requests from these users need not be handled by the origin server, which might be 

situated far away from users. Instead, these requests can be addressed locally from surrogate 

servers of CDN. This particularly helps in serving content quickly as the travel time for request 
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is less, giving rise to minimum latency. Limited latency helps in achieving reliable and steady 

performance.  

 

c) Scalability 
Scalability refers to the ability of a system to expand for handling large number of users and 

their requests, without any significant downgrade in performance. CDNs have provision for 

scaling resources, providing ability for system expansion. Resource scaling is especially 

important for flawless performance of system while handling variable demand from users.  

 

d) Request redirection 
CDNs have the capability to redirect user requests to a suitable server, which is situated close 

to the users. Request redirection mechanism helps in bypassing congestion and minimizing 

the delay while accessing content. 

 

e) Security 
CDNs can deliver security solutions for highly valued and confidential content. These security 

solutions facilitate CDNs to defend against denial of service attacks and restrict malicious 

activities from disrupting the services. 
 

Whooping surge in multimedia access over Internet prompted multimedia providers to start 

incorporating CDNs for improving their media delivery and meeting the needs of expanding 

users[6]. 

1.4 Background 

1.4.1 Overview of Content Delivery Network architecture 
 

Typical architecture of CDNs includes three main components. They are origin server of 

multimedia provider, numerous surrogate servers and request redirection mechanism. Figure 

2 presents the overview of CDN architecture. The components are further presented in detail 

as follows, 

Figure 2. Overview of CDN architecture 

 

Origin Server

Surrogate Servers

Users
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a) Origin server 
Origin server is the main source of content. Multimedia providers manage large database of 

videos at this origin server. They are concerned with updating origin server content and 

publishing the content. Multimedia providers usually rely upon CDN operators for distributing 

their content to users across various geographic locations. 

 

b) CDN Operator 
Multimedia providers outsource the content distribution task by integrating CDN as a third-

party tool for serving their customers. In this case, the CDN is operated by proprietary 

organizations. 

 

These organizations specifically cater content distribution services on lease. They deploy 

distributed infrastructure or rely on a number of datacenters in strategic locations. These 

locations are often referred to as points of presence, PoPs. There are two types of CDN 

Operators who offer services by adopting different infrastructures. They are: [7]  

 

1) Highly distributed CDN Operator 

These CDN operators usually lease or maintain their servers in the datacenters of leading 

Internet service providers all around the world. Their network is highly distributed across 

different locations and each location is called a PoP. Akamai is an example of highly 

distributed CDN operator.  

 

2) Private CDN Operator  

CDN operators setup their own datacenters at specific locations and each location is a 

PoP. They render content distribution services through their private network. Limelight 

networks is an example of private CDN operator. 

 

CDN operators strive towards addressing the variable needs of wide range of multimedia 

providers by tuning their utilities. They offer fast and reliable services by hosting surrogate 

servers across various PoPs on behalf of the multimedia provider. A CDN operator also has 

an accounting infrastructure that logs the user traffic and records the usage of different 

surrogate server resources. CDN operators use this information for billing multimedia 

providers. 
 

c) Surrogate servers 
The main motive of a CDN operator is to deliver content to end users on behalf of the origin 

server while guaranteeing good quality. In order to achieve this, CDN operator strategically 

hosts numerous edge servers across various locations or PoPs and these servers are called 

surrogate servers. A CDN is characterized by the number of surrogate servers and their 

locations. Based on the type of CDN operator, the technique of deploying and managing 

surrogate servers varies. 

 

The surrogate servers are usually proxy servers that distribute content on behalf of origin 

server of multimedia provider. Proxies are broadly categorized into forward or reverse proxies. 

Both of them perform fundamentally the same caching task but differ in the way they are 

implemented. Forward proxies are implemented to intercept all web traffic and they can be 

found in ISP network. Reverse proxies are implemented as CDN’s surrogate servers. They are 

helpful to address content requests belonging to origin servers. Cached content in reverse 

proxies is under the explicit control of the content provider [8] Figure 3 shows the differences 

between forward proxy and reverse proxy. 
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Figure 3. Difference between Forward proxy and Reverse proxy 

  

 The important goals of surrogate servers are to decrease the network traffic, reduce the client 

perceived latency, reduce load on the origin server, increasing the availability of content and 

saving bandwidth. In order to achieve these goals, the surrogate servers usually employ 

caching techniques for storing data[8],[9].  

 

Caching proxies are usually placed close to the users to store most frequently accessed content. 

Users request specific content via HTTP requests. If the content requested by users is stored 

locally at the caching proxy, it is called a cache HIT. In the event of a cache HIT, users are 

served respective content from the caching proxies without the need of serving content from 

origin server. The event of content absence is called a cache MISS. In case of cache MISS, the 

user requested content is served from origin server and is further stored locally at the caching 

proxy for specific duration to better serve future requests from users. 

 

Some of the CDNs operate surrogate servers based on full replication technique. The 

underlying principle of replication helps in bringing the content close to the users. CDN 

operators commonly adopt replication approach to place clones or mirrored web servers at 

strategic locations. These servers contain same content of origin server. Full replication can 

limit scalability as updates have to be performed at other sites also. For distant 

communications, full replication results in heavy traffic.  

 

CDNs can have a centralized, hierarchical or a complete decentralized structure. CDN 

operators can implement hierarchical caching by deploying different levels of caches like 

local, regional and international levels at geographically distributed regions.[4]. 

 

The internetworking and collaboration among the surrogate servers of a CDN can take place 

in three forms. They are cooperative push-based, non-cooperative pull-based and cooperative 

pull-based [4]. 
 

1) Cooperative push based 

This approach is based on prefetching of content to the surrogate servers. In this approach 

content is directly pushed or uploaded to the surrogate servers by the multimedia provider 

and the surrogate servers operate in a cooperative way. 

 

Upon a request from user, if the content is stored at surrogate server, request is served 

locally. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to other surrogate server that stores a copy of 

User

Internet

Reverse proxy Origin Server

Internet

Origin Server
Forward proxy

User
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content. If the requested content is not stored at neighboring surrogate servers, the request 

is served by the origin server. 

 

2) Non-cooperative pull based 

This approach is based on a pull based mechanism where a user’s request is redirected to 

the closest surrogate server. In case of cache MISS, the surrogate servers pull or fetch 

content from the origin server. This approach turns the surrogate server into a standalone 

server to address requests from users. Majority of the existing CDNs use this approach 

because of its simplicity. 

 

3) Cooperative pull based 

The cooperative pull based approach is similar to non-cooperative pull based approach in 

the way a request from user being directed to the closest surrogate server. The main 

difference is in the way the content is pulled or fetched in case of cache MISS. In the 

cooperative pull based approach, the surrogate servers cooperate with each other before 

fetching the content from origin server.  

 

d) Request redirection mechanism  
CDN operators use request redirecting mechanisms to dynamically redirect requests from 

users to the most suitable surrogate servers. The mechanism is based on different parameters 

like surrogate server load, network congestion, latency, user access network and proximity 

to users. Three main methods adopted by CDN operators for implementing this mechanism 

are [4] , 

 

1) DNS based redirection 

In this method, DNS servers handle the domain names of multimedia provider website 

and the addresses of various surrogate servers. Whenever a user requests content, the 

domain name is looked up in the local DNS server and the address of suitable surrogate 

server is returned. If a cache miss is noticed at the local DNS server, the request is 

forwarded to the DNS root server which returns the address of the authoritative DNS 

server of multimedia provider. The DNS server of multimedia provider then returns the 

address of suitable surrogate server based on load monitoring and specialized routing. 

The client finally retrieves requested content from the designated surrogate server. 

 

2) HTTP based redirection 

This method utilizes the redirection feature of HTTP protocol. Special web servers are 

operated by CDN operators to inspect requests from clients and redirect those requests to 

the most suitable surrogate server. This method provides flexibility in serving content to 

users with fine granularity. Users can be served location specific content by redirecting 

their requests to suitable surrogate servers. 

 

3) URL Rewriting 

This method employs a software running on a web server which is responsible for 

modifying web URLs. Based on the type of content requested by users, this software 

rewrites the URLs and points to specific surrogate servers that serve the content better. 

Using this method, URLs can be rewritten to serve text, images and videos from 

appropriate surrogate servers. 

 

The performance and reliability of any CDN is influenced by surrogate servers location, 

routing mechanism and caching or replication technique. CDNs usually employ caching and 

streaming techniques to improve the delivery of multimedia content [4].  
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1.4.2 Difficulties encountered by multimedia providers 
 

In the early days of multimedia distribution over the Internet, multimedia providers deployed 

web servers directly in their own network and managed the applications and server resources 

based on the number of users accessing the content. With the gradual rise in the number of 

users requesting media content from different locations around the world, the multimedia 

providers started observing complications related to the performance and scalability of their 

services.  

 

In the wake of these problems, some organizations started offering proprietary commercial 

CDN services. Some multimedia providers rely exclusively on these traditional CDNs for 

content distribution and encounter problems especially during the delivery of multimedia 

content [6]. Some of the problems are: 

 

a) Fixed infrastructure 
The quality of the service experienced by users while accessing multimedia content can vary 

greatly depending on the performance of surrogate servers. Many CDNs are populated with 

proprietary hardware. They encounter problems of power, space and bandwidth management 

with increasing need of hardware set up. Due to fixed infrastructure, the static nature of some 

of the third-party CDNs leads to over provisioning or under provisioning of resources [5],[10], 

[11]. 

 

A CDN should typically act as a shock absorber during the contingency of traffic upsurge. 

During such times, immediate attention has to be laid on provisioning adequate resources. 

Limited agility in the deployment of surrogate servers is another serious problem. Some CDN 

providers operate surrogate servers on dedicated physical systems or run as a software with 

specific requirements on dedicated hardware. It takes time for the multimedia provider to find 

right CDN provider at specific location possessing adequate capabilities and resources.  

 

b) Inflexible and expensive contracts 
Multimedia providers need sufficient time for making necessary business agreements [6].This 

has a serious impact at times of flash crowds, where there is an unusual surge in the number 

of requests from users of a particular location. Instantaneous provisioning of resources is very 

important during such situations. 

 

Contracts with third-party CDNs are very expensive and involve prior investments for 

reserving resources. The trouble with prior investments is that multimedia providers have to 

pay for the resources even when they aren’t optimally used. 

 

c) Limited Points of Presence 
Third-party traditional CDNs deploy distributed infrastructure to cope with the increasing 

demands and some CDNs rely on a number of datacenters in strategic locations. At times of 

flash crowds, there is an unusual surge in the number of requests from users of a particular 

location. During such instances, provisioning resources at that particular location is very 

critical. Utilizing a third party CDN for distributing content may be problematic as third-party 

CDNs don’t always have PoPs close to the source of demand. Setting up surrogate servers at 

distant PoPs degrades the user experience and might disrupt services [10],[12]. 

 

d) Limited control and access 

While leveraging services of third-party CDN operators for distributing content, the 

multimedia providers encounter trouble in controlling and monitoring the global performance 

of surrogate servers. Often, problems are discovered only after users have bad experience. 

Multimedia providers can’t rely entirely on the performance feedback of third-party CDN 

operators. Moreover, they only have limited facilities to control the system performance and 

face trouble in assuring service availability [6]. 
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Hence, in order to overcome these problems, multimedia providers started adopting new 

technologies for efficient delivery of content. They started focusing on measures that helps in 

delivering optimal performance and pleasant user experience, besides maximizing their 

revenues. 

1.5 Cloud computing: A key solution 
 

The concept of virtualization employed in modern data centers enables consolidation of 

infrastructure, testing and disaster recovery services. Numerous services are being virtualized 

in order to make best use of computation at the edge and move closer to the user. Virtualization 

is a technique that gives the agility to provision resources quickly. The adoption of this concept 

helps in decoupling the compute and storage environments from the physical infrastructure. 

Virtualization also offers the possibility to dynamically manage resources and minimizes 

potential disruption in service to the users. In the coming years it is expected that the 

availability of resources at the edge of the network will experience a growth comparable to 

that of broadband Internet access [12].  

 

The virtualization concept is further extended to enable Network Function Virtualization, 

(NFV). NFV deals with decoupling the network functions like routing from the hardware NFV 

helps in consolidating and delivering network components required to support completely 

virtualized infrastructure including storage, compute and memory. The goal of NFV is to make 

creation and management of networks more flexible by implementing network functions in 

software running inside VMs (Virtual Network Functions, VNFs) and by standardizing 

interfaces between VNFs [13]. 

 

The advent of virtualization transformed the traditional data centers into flexible cloud 

infrastructure. Virtualization is a flexible mechanism to emulate hardware. Cloud computing 

uses virtualization to use the emulated hardware more efficiently. NFV can complement cloud 

computing by making more flexible and efficient use of network resources. Cloud computing 

is an emerging model where hardware resources like CPU, storage and network and software 

resources like application servers, databases and web servers are offered as easily configurable 

web utilities.[12], [14]. 

 

The core services of cloud computing as outlined by the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology are, On-demand self-service, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured 

service. These services make cloud computing powered by virtualization a very powerful and 

appealing functionality to develop and explore the task of content distribution. Cloud and CDN 

together can form a holistic agile system, which is economically viable. 

 

1.6 Advantages of building individual cloud based CDN 
 

Due to the flexibility provided by cloud, multimedia providers started adopting cloud based 

CDN solutions for content distribution. Although there are organizations offering cloud based 

CDNs available today, they offer limited capabilities for personalizing CDNs. These CDNs 

use proprietary software and implement their own caching and replication strategies for 

distributing content. The services offered by them are usually expensive and are out of reach 

of an ordinary multimedia provider. Multimedia providers also face trouble in estimating the 

traffic and demand, as those CDNs do not provide proper information regarding user behavior 

and request pattern[10].  

 

In order to personalize and tune their streaming services, multimedia providers can leverage 

cloud and set up virtual CDN. Cloud service providers offer Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) 

by running necessary cloud software. Cloud providers control the hypervisors for 
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virtualization and physical hardware like network equipment, storage devices and physical 

servers. IaaS supplies network components, network accessible storage and computing 

resources on pay per usage basis that can be adjusted on demand. This provides scope for small 

and large enterprises to host their applications. 

 

With the help of IaaS, multimedia providers can deploy different virtual surrogate servers and 

run arbitrary software to handle multimedia streaming services on the cloud environment. This 

turns IaaS suitable for handling user demands that change unexpectedly. Multimedia providers 

who access these services will be billed according to the volume of stored data, CPUs used 

and amount of network bandwidth utilized[15]. Some of the advantages of utilizing cloud 

services for building individual CDNs are outlined as follows[14]: 
 

a) Dynamic provisioning of resources 
The multimedia providers need not worry about inflexible business agreements and can 

dynamically select the capacity of compute and storage resources for virtual surrogate servers. 
Multimedia providers can rent operating resources from cloud provider. New servers can be 

deployed promptly, minimizing the chances of service disruption. Cloud environment offers 

the flexibility to invoke or release the resources whenever necessary. 

 

b) Cost efficient and Flexible 

The market for cloud service providers is growing competitive as various organizations started 

realizing the significant impact of cloud. A cloud provider usually charges only for the 

resources utilized. Amongst numerous cloud service providers, the multimedia providers have 

the facility to select the cloud providers who offer favorable or specific resources at reasonable 

prices. This is extremely useful, as multimedia providers have a chance to select storage, 

compute and network resources based on their service requirement. 

 

c) Extensive control and access 
The multimedia providers have greater level of flexibility for customizing their virtual 

surrogate servers deployed at different locations. Cloud service providers cater Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs) for IaaS. These APIs help the multimedia providers in 

controlling the provisioning and release of cloud resources and facilitate easy incorporation of 

multiple cloud services for dynamically deploying virtual surrogate servers. 

 

d) Increased point of presence 

Compared to the traditional CDNs, cloud-based CDNs can be moved close to users at greater 

ease, due to the omnipresence of datacentres, in particular in metropolitan areas. Even though 

a cloud has multiple PoPs, the pricing of resources vary from one PoP to other, based on the 

allocated bandwidth, selected capacity of storage and compute resources. Multimedia provider 

can choose  few PoPs of a cloud based on specific requirements and control expenditure 

besides promising good quality of service to users [14]. 

 

Thus, building CDNs can be economical without owning geographically dispersed data 

centers. Multimedia providers who maintain small websites can also build their own global 

CDN by accessing cloud services from multiple cloud providers operating in different 

continents.[14],[16]. 

1.7 Problem statement  
 

Multimedia providers face challenges due to high bandwidth and QoS requirements of 

multimedia services. One of the main challenge is implementing a reliable, prompt and cost 

efficient streaming service[17]. 
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Multimedia providers can set up a cloud-based virtual CDN for offering reliable and cost 

effective streaming services. Some of the challenges for building and optimizing a CDN within 

cloud infrastructure are [4],[14],[18]: 

 

a) Surrogate server placement 
Placement of surrogate servers at optimal location enables multimedia providers to cater high 

quality streaming services and minimize the maintenance cost of a CDN. Improper location of 

surrogate servers can adversely increase user access delays, network congestion, load on other 

servers and maintenance costs. 

 

b) Load balancing strategy 

Effective load balancing strategy is important to manage flash crowd situations. The choice of 

strategy to balance load on origin server is crucial in order to deliver content to users with 

minimum delay. Inappropriate load balancing strategy increases the response times and 

disrupts the service.  

 

c) Implementing Caching and replication techniques 
Caching and replication techniques are the core functionalities of surrogate servers. Improper 

implementation of caching and replication techniques can significantly affect the network 

bandwidth usage, increase delay experienced by users and hike CDN costs.  

 

d) Dynamic invoking and releasing of resources 
Although virtually unlimited resources and pay per usage notions are prevalent in the cloud 

computing, there are practical issues concerned with dynamic allocation and release of 

resources. In the absence of efficient criteria for dynamically allocating and releasing 

resources, multimedia providers incur huge maintenance costs and degradation in 

performance. A CDN architecture which smoothly scales and shrinks has to be designed, while 

maintaining high reliability, low access latency and reasonable operational costs.  

 

A solution which addresses the above mentioned challenges is presented in this thesis. This 

thesis mainly focuses on implementing a virtual CDN by leveraging an OpenStack-based real 

cloud environment. Virtual surrogate servers are dynamically spawned and released on the 

basis of a heuristic algorithm. This algorithm estimates the number of surrogate servers 

required to meet the user demand and implements a mathematical model which decides their 

placement.  

 

The algorithm helps in regulating the virtual CDN by minimizing the costs incurred by 

multimedia provider while delivering videos to users with low delay. Different strategies are 

considered for streaming the multimedia from virtual surrogate servers of the CDN. Further, 

the performance of the CDN is assessed by analysing virtual surrogate servers. QoE study 

related to multimedia streaming is out of this thesis scope. NGINX, an open source web server 

is utilized and configured to function as surrogate server. XIFI cloud is utilized in experiments 

for the deployment of virtual surrogate servers.  

 

1.7.1 Research Questions 
 

a) How to design a framework for efficient content distribution on cloud?  

 

b) How to spawn a new instance of virtual caching proxy under the condition of varying 

demand from users?  

 

c) What is the time taken for spawning a new instance of caching proxy during load 
balancing in virtual CDNs?  
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1.7.2 Goals Achieved 
 

The goal of this thesis is to develop, implement and assess the performance of a model that 

coordinates deployment of virtual servers in the cloud. NGINX web server and OpenStack 

based cloud environment are considered for the development and implementation of this 

model. The following goals have been achieved: 

 

a) Developed a system architecture to facilitate dynamic deployment and release of 

virtual servers.  

 

b) Developed a strategy for balancing load on origin server. 

 

c) Investigated various strategies for estimating number of virtual caching proxies 

required to be spawned based on demand variations. 

 

d) Potentially developed a mathematical model for estimating various costs. 

 

e) Developed a virtual CDN controller program for deployment of virtual surrogate 

servers in cloud. 

 

f) Measured service quality of the virtual CDN on a real cloud environment. 

 

g) Quantitative performance analysis based on the measurements in different 

experiments.  
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2 RELATED WORK 
 

Research in the area of CDNs is a popular topic, with developments taking place in all aspects. 

Significant research has been carried out in the area of surrogate server placement, user request 

redirection and methods used for disseminating multimedia data to users. However, majority 

of these works deal with traditional CDNs. With the recent evolution of cloud computing, 

research in this field related to CDNs is under way. Recently published and prominent research 

papers related to cloud based CDNs are presented as follows: 

 

Chandra et al [19], describe about the significance of multi-data centre clouds and express two 

main advantages offered by them. First, users from different locations being directed to 

resources close to them, thus providing better latency and load distributions. Second, failure 

in services at one cloud location don’t effect rest of the cloud infrastructure, thus providing 

better tolerance and availability. According to them, in spite of sufficient bandwidth 

capabilities for transferring data and enough computational resources at data centres, 

communication across geographic regions typically suffers from wide-area latencies. They 

also specify that emerging distributed data-intensive applications likely require integration and 

coordination of multiple distinct clouds. In this research, coordination of multiple clouds is 

considered for high availability of CDN services. Wide-area latencies are taken into 

consideration while transferring content to servers and users. 

 

Wang et al. presents research dimensions and an overview of cloud Based CDNs [14]. They 

explain the advantages of cloud based CDNs over traditional CDNs and discuss about the 

effect of network proximity, load balancing and flash crowd situations on the performance of 

service within cloud infrastructure. They describe that resource management based on user 

demand variations is critical for cloud based CDNs and express that performance of content 

delivery is moving from speed to on demand delivery of content matching user’s interest. An 

overview of existing cloud-based CDNs is presented in this paper. The background of cloud 

based CDNs presented in the paper is considered in this research for developing a dynamic 

model which manages resources according to user demand variations.  

 

Blair et al proposed cloud based multimedia delivery system, which is based on utilising cloud 

resources for dynamically provisioning capacity in real time [7]. They discuss about the use 

of cloud resources for reducing cost associated with content delivery and discuss how cloud 

computing platform helps multimedia providers in eliminating the need of expensive third 

party distribution platforms. They indicate that resources across multiple clouds need to be 

handled effectively and proposes a system for dynamically provisioning bandwidth. 

 

Authors mainly studied network bandwidth and its effect on CPU. They implemented their 

proposed system on a laboratory server and concluded that resources like CPU have a limiting 

factor on total bandwidth that can be provisioned. This indicates the need for provisioning 

extra capacity besides bandwidth while encountering heavy workload and the same concept is 

used in this research. Further, authors just presented an overview of system and didn’t discuss 

about appropriate strategies for provisioning resources. This research however deals with 

detailed description of strategies for provisioning and releasing resources dynamically.  

 

Cahill et al, proposes CDN placement algorithm for high quality TV content [20]. This paper 

outlines a scalable cost based algorithm for the placement of video content in a CDN. The 

authors express that efficiency of a CDN can be affected immensely by the surrogate server 

placement algorithm in use, particularly when the content to be transferred is very large such 

as high-quality video. The paper dealt with replication of video content to surrogate servers 

and the algorithm for replication is designed to automatically move content according to user’s 

access. 
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Authors considered user clusters as groups of clients viewing the same content, having similar 

network properties and located in close proximity. The aggregate of the load generated by all 

clients from a cluster is expressed as load of that cluster. The cost function described in this 

paper computes the cost of using a proxy server for streaming service and includes three main 

costs. However, the cost function considers hop count information for calculating costs. But, 

network routes with low hops may not be optimum routes always. Although the paper dealt 

with traditional CDNs, the properties of a cluster, parameters for computing streaming costs 

and transfer costs described in it are considered in this research for the development of a cloud 

based CDN.    

 

In another research paper [21], Papagianni et al, focus on design and assessment of a model 

and framework towards the deployment of a cloud based CDN within a multi provider 

networked cloud environment. Their framework dealt with content provider deploying a CDN 

over networked cloud computing environment by leasing resources from cloud provider. They 

described their framework by considering the involvement of a cloud brokering service, a 

third-party service acting as an interface between content provider and cloud provider. By 

taking the geolocation of users into account, they discussed the need for appropriate server 

placement scheme to establish a CDN on networked clouds. This research however focuses 

on establishment of a CDN without the need of third-parties. 

 

The authors stated that CDN performance can be affected by decisions such as number of 

surrogate servers required, location of these surrogates, cost model adopted and QoS 

considerations. They dealt with deployment of surrogate servers by considering a cost based 

model. According to their framework, it is the cloud provider who implements the cost model 

for deciding placement of surrogate servers. Authors of this paper deal with the surrogate 

server placement in a static way by considering previous request patterns and greedily 

assigning users to surrogate servers. Their model doesn’t implement a dynamic strategy for 

deploying and releasing surrogate servers, as carried out in current research. 
 

Chen et al [16], presents a cost based approach for building CDNs in cloud. In this paper, the 

authors investigated the joint problem of building distribution paths and placing surrogate 

servers in cloud CDNs. Their focus was on minimizing the cost incurred by CDN providers 

besides satisfying QoS requirements of users. Authors don’t consider bandwidth capacity as a 

hard constraint on surrogate servers as they state that one of the key benefits of cloud providers 

is their ability to add capacity on demand. Their cost model is based on the charges collected 

by cloud providers (storage and network charges) and they represent costs for transfer of 

content from origin server to surrogate and from surrogate server to user, with the help of 

heuristics. The network costs expressed by authors are considered as reference in this research. 

However, the storage costs expressed by them are replaced by flavor costs. This is because 

majority of cloud providers offering IaaS charge their tenants based on the flavor of VM.  

 

Authors consider that communication quality between two points can be expressed in the form 

of either hop count or delay. Authors further study surrogate server problem in both offline 

and online settings and compare various greedy algorithms. In offline setting, the user request 

patterns are known. Whereas in online setting, user requests are unknown. They evaluate their 

heuristics via web trace based simulation by associating various real-time costs charged by 

cloud providers. However, for their simulation study, they considered geographical distance 

as an indicator of delay due to lack of hop count information They also state that latency can 

vary because of congestion, network failures and route changes and would like to address that 

in their future work. In this research, latencies between servers and users are considered and 

similar real-time costs are used in the testbed.    

 

ETSI industry specification group described the concept of virtual CDNs under NFV use cases 

[22]. Authors specify that integrating cache nodes of CDN into operator networks can be a 

cost-efficient and effective way to address the challenges of video content delivery. They state 

that producing content streams from cache nodes which operate close to end users saves upper 
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network links and allows delivering video streams with more reliable quality. They describe 

about the concept of a CDN controller whose objective is to select a cache node for addressing 

users, redirecting users to specific cache node and delivering requested content to users. They 

describe the controller to be a centralized component and the cache nodes of the CDN to be 

distributed across different PoPs.   

 

Authors express that running CDN cache nodes as virtual appliances on operator owned 

infrastructure creates scope for new business towards large content providers, if there is a 

standard way for deploying and operating cache nodes. Virtual CDN design principles in this 

thesis mainly depends upon the idea of centralized controller node. Virtual caching proxies are 

deployed dynamically with the help of a controller. 
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3 APPROACH TOWARDS BUILDING A VIRTUAL CDN 
 

This chapter presents an in depth description of how a virtual CDN can be established by 

leveraging cloud. Brief overviews of Nginx web server, XIFI cloud and OpenStack are 

presented in the first two sections. Section 3.3 describes the necessary framework considered 

for establishing a dynamic virtual CDN. In this section, various components of virtual CDN 

are explained in detail. Section 3.4 explains a mathematical model considered for spawning 

surrogate servers and section 3.5 describes a heuristic algorithm which implements this 

mathematical model for establishing virtual CDN. Further, section 3.6 describes the testbed 

realized on XIFI cloud. Section 3.7 and 3.8 presents the performance metrics and the scenario 

under which they are measured. 

3.1 Overview of Nginx  
 

Nginx is considered to be a stable, secure and easily configurable web server. Nginx 

outperforms other web servers in terms of performance and efficiency. According to the 

benchmark tests described in [23] the percentage of CPU utilization and memory usage of 

Nginx were relatively less and number of requests served per second were high compared to 

other web servers.  The main reason behind selecting Nginx is its ability to handle more 

number of requests while utilizing minimum resources.  Each worker process of Nginx handles 

huge number of concurrent requests with very little overhead. This is accomplished in an 

event-driven fashion by utilizing the Linux kernel functionalities. 

 

Additionally, Nginx web server comes with built in caching functionality and can be 

configured to function as a caching reverse proxy server. Thus, separate caching engines need 

not be employed. Caching proxy servers are very useful for serving repeated requests of static 

or infrequently changed content [24]. Nginx can be configured in caching proxy mode to 

function as CDN’s surrogate server. Caching in reverse proxy mode helps in storing static 

content locally and speeding up the communication between user and surrogate server.  Users 

can be served efficiently by storing videos on these caching proxies.  

 

Although other open source caching engines like Squid and Varnish are available in the 

market, Nginx was observed to perform better when response time, system load and free 

memory tests were conducted by Logren Dély [25].  

3.2 Overview of XIFI and OpenStack 
 

The Future Internet Public-Private Partnership, FI-PPP is a European programme that aims to 

accelerate the adoption and development of future Internet technologies. FI-PPP focuses on 

increasing the effectiveness of business environments through Internet. Under the FI-PPP 

programme, XIFI is a community cloud directed towards developers of Future Internet 

services. XIFI comprises of geographically distributed nodes, which are spread all over 

Europe. These nodes are PoPs of XIFI cloud.  

 

A XIFI node is the equivalent of a site that can spawn one or more datacenters (typically 

one).The nodes are federated and highly available i.e., a single node can run even if there is 

service outage on main node. XIFI supports deploying distributed applications across different 

nodes. These interconnected nodes present scope for web based services which help in 

delivering content to users, with less delay. OpenStack, an open source cloud computing 

software is used for XIFI’s node management .Resources at different nodes can be managed 

easily with the help of OpenStack APIs [26]. 

 

OpenStack is a free and open source cloud computing software platform which facilitates 

building and managing cloud computing platforms. OpenStack provides IaaS and offers 

compute, network and storage resources to tenants. With OpenStack, there is no issue of 
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infrastructure lock-in by vendors. OpenStack includes APIs that are useful for dynamic 

resource management on cloud environment. Tenants who utilize OpenStack services can use 

the OpenStack command-line APIs to design and manage their own virtual networks. Low-

level API commands can be easily issued based on tenant’s requirement using simple utilities 

like cURL. 

 

OpenStack is considered to be the future of cloud computing due to its architecture. The main 

components of OpenStack design architecture which provide various services are outlined as 

follows:[27]  

 

a) Nova 
This is also called OpenStack compute service. Nova is responsible for interacting with 

hypervisors and provisioning compute resources. Nova provides services for resource 

management through its API. This API facilitates launching and managing virtual instances. 

 

b) Glance 
This is OpenStack Image service. This service is useful to look up and use images for virtual 

instances. It provides services through an API that facilitates managing image library, 

discovering and retrieving virtual images.  

 

c) Neutron 
Neutron is responsible for OpenStack software-defined networking services. Neutron enables 

tenants to create multiple private networks and provides capabilities for managing static IPs, 

DHCP and VLANs. 

 

d) Swift and Cinder 
 Swift is responsible for OpenStack object storage. It allows tenants to store and retrieve files. 

Cinder is responsible for providing block storage or volume storage to virtual instances. Cinder 

along with Swift can be used to back up volumes of virtual instances. Cinder API is useful for 

manipulating volumes and volume snapshots. 

 

e) Keystone 
OpenStack’s Keystone handles authentication, policy management and catalog services. The 

Keystone is responsible for tenant registrations, tenant authentication and granting 

authorization tokens. Keystone API or Identity API is useful for granting authentication 

tokens. 

 

3.3 Virtual CDN Framework  
 

A cloud based virtual CDN should dynamically adapt to the requirements of multimedia 

providers. Multimedia providers can have complete control over the management of their 

CDN. The availability of resources on demand provides an opportunity for fine grain 

optimization of the CDN and streaming services.  

 

Multimedia providers need an efficient CDN design that can meet their business needs, 

minimize expenses and serve content to users effectively and efficiently. Further, strategies 

for proxy server placement and user redirection can be executed to minimize maintenance 

costs. These strategies can be exercised on the basis of a framework. The framework that can 

be considered for building a virtual CDN on federated cloud environment is presented as 

follows: 

 

a) Multimedia provider 
In general, the origin server of multimedia provider contains a large database of videos. This 

origin server is considered to be an independent server that runs on sophisticated hardware or 
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a virtual server hosted by cloud environment. The origin server acts as main source of content 

for all proxy servers. 

 

In the scenarios considered here the multimedia provider delivers videos to users using unicast. 

With unicast transmission, users who would like to watch a video receives a dedicated stream 

from the servers of multimedia provider. Although multicast is more efficient than unicast in 

delivering data to a large number of users, its  deployment and management costs are 

significantly higher [28]. One particular difficulty in using multicast is that multicast routers 

are not as ubiquitous as unicast routers – some ISPs simply refuse to offer this service because 

of the costs associated with running a multicast infrastructure in parallel with the unicast one. 

  

b) User clusters 
The videos published by the multimedia provider are accessed by users from different 

locations. Assuming that origin and proxy servers are provisioned with ample bandwidth to 

address all the requests from users, all the users from same location experience the same 

latency i.e., all the users from a particular location require almost the same time for sending a 

request to the origin or proxy server and receiving response from that server [20].  

 

In order to effectively observe user behavior and handle requests from a particular location, 

users from a specific location can be grouped into a cluster. Thus, a cluster is defined as a 

group of users viewing the same video from a region [20] . In the scenarios considered here, 

the clusters are handled on the basis of Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) address 

blocks. A single CIDR block can be used to designate many unique IP addresses. Each cluster 

is associated with multiple CIDR blocks and thus, user requests from different locations can 

be distinguished. The size of cluster can be regulated by limiting the geographic distance[16] 

and number of connections from unique users. 

 

Organizations like MaxMind [29] offer geolocation databases which provide information 

about geographic location of users based on their IP addresses. Multimedia provider can use 

these databases to identify CIDR addresses for a particular cluster. 

 

 
Figure 4: Each cluster associated with at least one data center. 

 

c) Virtual caching proxies  
A cloud based virtual CDN can be set up by deploying caching proxy servers or surrogate 

servers on different nodes of the federated cloud. A node is the equivalent of a site that can 

spawn one or more datacenters. The caching proxies operate as video repositories and act as 
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geographically localized user access points. The caching proxies can retrieve videos from 

origin server following a pull-based mechanism. 

 

Pull-based mechanisms are cost effective as they minimize storage and bandwidth costs. 

Cooperative pull-based mechanism is problematic especially when a caching proxy doesn’t 

store content requested by user i.e., in case of cache miss, the request is further forwarded to 

other proxies making CDN system complex and unpredictable. Thus for simplicity, a non-

cooperative pull-based mechanism can be used  for building virtual CDN by considering the 

origin server to be the central source for all virtual proxies [30]. 

 

A tenant account has to be acquired to manage resources and deployments in the cloud 

environment. Resources at multiple nodes can be managed with single tenant account. Each 

tenant account is associated with quotas of network, compute and storage resources. Cloud 

providers offer different combinations of compute and storage resources called flavors. The 

local storage of surrogate servers depends on the selection of a flavor.  

 

All the virtual caching proxies deployed on a particular node can be configured to share the 

same storage using shared volumes. This can be achieved by utilizing OpenStack’s nova and 

cinder. All the virtual proxies can cache and serve videos from the same shared volume. 

Sharing a common volume reduces frequent requests to origin server whenever a new virtual 

proxy is spawned. Thus, shared storage is helpful for serving users promptly and minimizing 

the bandwidth costs, making virtual CDN operation very reliable and cost-effective. 

 

Images are required for installing operating system on VMs. In order to facilitate virtual proxy 

server initiation, images can be stored on various nodes of cloud. These images consists of 

pre-installed Nginx web server, which is configured in reverse proxy mode with customized 

caching settings. Whenever VMs are spawned using these images, they automatically function 

as caching proxies. Images can be stored in the OpenStack environment by taking a snapshot 

of a correctly configured Nginx caching proxy. 

 

In general, CDNs deliver content to users by implementing custom strategies and selecting a 

server which can deliver reasonable performance. The selection  doesn’t always choose the 

surrogate server with shortest response time or topologically closest to users [31]. For catering 

reliable services, each user cluster can be assigned to one or more nodes. Figure 4 shows how 

user clusters can be assigned to at least one node.  In case of service outage at one node, users 

can safely access services from surrogate servers deployed on neighboring nodes.  

 

d) User demand 
Virtual caching proxies of CDN can be managed based on the demand from user clusters. This 

demand from a cluster can be interpreted as the number of unique users accessing the services 

of multimedia provider. The demand from various clusters can be estimated at frequent 

intervals by observing the user IP addresses from origin server log files. Rise in demand 

indicates increase in the number of users accessing services.  

 

The number of connections handled by a server depends on the user demand and fluctuates 

over time. A daemon can be set up for estimating the demand at frequent intervals. Demand 

variations can also be predicted based on past user access patterns by adopting similar 

techniques discussed by Chen et al [32] .The estimated demand from various clusters are 

further analyzed by virtual CDN controller.  

 

e) Billing of cloud resources 
In general, Cloud providers charge their tenants based on the real time usage of network, 

compute and storage resources. The pricing of these resources differs from one PoP to other.  

Cloud providers offer flavors at specific prices and also bills tenants based on bandwidth 

usage. CDN operators are responsible for managing resources effectively. Management of 

cloud resources helps in minimizing overall CDN expenditures. 
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Here, the design of virtual CDN over cloud environment is based on the consideration that 

pricing of cloud resources varies from one node to other. Further, a virtual CDN controller is 

implemented and it decides placement location of caching proxies by analyzing resource costs 

from various nodes. 

 

f) Virtual CDN Controller 
A virtual CDN controller can be arranged in order to coordinate surrogate server deployments 

in cloud environment. The main objective of this controller is to regulate the virtual surrogate 

servers of CDN according to the demand from users. Controller is responsible for deploying 

virtual caching proxies close to user clusters whenever there is rise in demand. It further 

facilitates minimizing CDN maintenance costs by shutting down the virtual proxies in case of 

fall in demand. The design of this controller is based on the NFV use cases presented by ETSI 

industry specification group [22]. 

 

In the scenario considered here, the virtual CDN controller is set up on the origin server to 

analyze demand from various user clusters and it works on the basis of a heuristic algorithm. 

Based on demand from each user cluster, the heuristic algorithm decides when to deploy and 

where to deploy the virtual caching proxy server. The algorithm first estimates the number of 

virtual proxies required to meet the demand and then decides the placement location of these 

proxies with the help of a cost function. The cost function makes the placement decision on 

the basis of simple mathematical model.  

 

Virtual CDN controller maintains a database which stores information about cloud resources 

available to the tenant account, costs of various resources on each node, nodes associated with 

each cluster, RTT details from origin server to nodes, RTT details from nodes to user clusters, 

details of virtual proxies including their configuration and working status. Figure 5 presents 

the functioning of virtual CDN controller. 

 

 
Figure 5 .Virtual CDN controller functioning 
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The controller manages cloud resources at various nodes with the help of OpenStack HTTP-

based API. Upon necessity, authentication tokens are acquired using the tenant account details. 

These tokens are used to issue requests for spawning and shutting down virtual proxy servers. 

 

The mathematical model considered for designing virtual CDN is presented in the next section. 

The functioning of heuristic algorithm is further explained under section 3.5. 

 

3.4 Cost function 
 

Although deploying surrogate servers at various locations decreases user access times, this 

process increases the operational cost of the CDN. Additionally, multimedia providers also 

incur costs while transferring content from origin server to surrogate servers. Hence, the design 

of a CDN should be a compromise between performance and costs.  

 

The cost function considered in the heuristic algorithm is defined by considering set up and 

maintenance costs of a cloud based CDN. Additionally, delay from servers to users are also 

taken into consideration. Utilizing this function, multimedia providers can set up and maintain 

a cost effective virtual CDN.  

 

In general, cloud providers offer different flavors at specific prices and charge tenants for 

outgoing traffic from virtual servers. The flavor cost and network cost are considered in 

developing the cost function. Network charges associated with incoming requests from users 

to proxies are not considered as the video traffic from servers to users dominates other traffic 

[16].  

 

The quality of streaming service depends on the routing distance between servers and users. 

The routing distance represents the communication quality between servers and users, and can 

be expressed either in hop count or round trip time (RTT) [16]. However, according to 

Obraczka and Silva [33] RTT is considered to be the best choice for measuring the client 

perceived performance. User’s low delay requirements will be satisfied if RTTs between 

virtual proxy servers and users are bound by small values.  

 

Important cost parameters which affect the overall expenses of a CDN are [16]: 

 

1) Origin server upload cost α 

This is the cost associated with origin server’s outgoing traffic while serving content to 

user clusters and surrogate servers. Multimedia provider has to pay α dollars per GB, 

while transferring videos to surrogates and users.  

 

2) Surrogate server upload cost β 

This is the cost associated with outgoing traffic of every virtual proxy. Cloud providers 

charge β dollars per GB when a virtual proxy streams video to user clusters.  

 

3) Surrogate server opening cost Ω 
As explained in the framework, the local storage of surrogate servers depends on the 

selection of a flavor. Each flavor is associated with a particular cost Ω. This is the cost 

that multimedia provider pays for storing cache, using CPU and memory resources for 

fixed time period. Virtual proxy opening cost is expressed in dollars per hour or dollars 

per month. 
 

Various parameters of the cost function are explained as follows: 
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1) RTT between origin and proxy µO,P 

The routing distance between origin server and caching proxy is estimated by 

considering the RTT between them. This RTT is represented by µO,P where O stands for 

origin server and P stands for proxy server deployed on a particular node. µO,P is 

expressed in seconds. 

 

Considering that origin server and surrogate servers are provisioned with high 

bandwidth to exchange videos, RTTs between origin server and virtual proxies 

deployed on the same node remains almost similar. Assuming all virtual servers to be 

performing identically, RTTs differ based on the location of node.  

 

2) RTT between proxy and user µ P,U 

The routing distance between a caching proxy and each user of a cluster is estimated by 

considering RTT between them. This RTT is represented by µP,U where P stands for 

proxy server deployed on a particular node and U stands for a user in a particular cluster. 

µP,U is expressed in seconds. 

 

As explained in the framework, here it is assumed that all the users from a cluster 

experience almost the same latency while accessing content from a surrogate server. 

Thus, RTTs between a caching proxy and all the users of a cluster remains similar.  

 

3) RTT between origin and user µ O,U 

Similar to RTT between proxy and user, the routing distance between the origin server 

and each user of a cluster is estimated by considering RTT between them. This RTT is 

represented by µO,U where O stands for origin server and U stands for a user in a 

particular cluster. µO,U  is expressed in seconds. 

 

4) Size of video SM 

The size of the video stored on origin and surrogate servers is represented by SM. It is 

expressed in GB. 

 

5) Quality of video Q 

Quality factor Q controls the quality of a video delivered to users. This factor helps in 

regulating the quality of the videos streamed by origin and proxy servers. Tuning this 

quality factor helps multimedia providers in regulating the maintenance costs of the 

virtual CDN. Q ranges from 0 to 1 and when Q=1, users receives highest quality video.  

 

6) Number of users from a cluster N 

N represents the total number of users from a cluster accessing the multimedia services. 

This number varies based on the rise and fall of user demand from a cluster.  

 

The equations of cost function consider the above mentioned costs and parameters. This 

function helps in determining which server requires least resources to deliver videos to users. 

The equations of the cost function are explained as follows:  

 

I. Streaming cost from origin server to users  δO 
Considering the origin server’s upload cost α, the total estimated cost of streaming a video of 

size SM to N users of a cluster, with a quality Q from the origin server is represented by δO. 

This cost is aggregate of individual costs computed based on number of users and µO,U . δO is 

expressed in dollars. 

 

 

𝛿𝑂 = ∑ ( 𝛼 ∗  µ 𝑂,𝑈𝑛
∗ 𝑆𝑀 ∗ 𝑄)

𝑁

𝑛=1

 

 

(1) 
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II. Streaming cost from proxy server to users  δP 
Considering the proxy server’s upload cost β, the total estimated cost of streaming a video of 

size SM to N users of a cluster, with a quality Q from the proxy server is represented by δP. 

This cost is aggregate of individual costs computed based on number of users and µP,U . δP is 

expressed in dollars. 

 

𝛿𝑃 = ∑ ( 𝛽 ∗  µ 𝑃,𝑈𝑛
∗ 𝑆𝑀 ∗ 𝑄)

𝑁

𝑛=1

 

 

(2) 

 

III. Transfer cost from origin to proxy  ρO,P 
Considering the origin server’s upload cost α, the total estimated cost of transferring a video 

of size SM from the origin server to a proxy server is represented by ρO,P. This cost is computed 

considering the routing distance between origin server and proxy server µO,P . ρO,P is expressed 

in dollars. 

 

 𝜌𝑂,𝑃 = (𝛼 ∗ µ𝑂,𝑃 ∗ 𝑆𝑀 ) (3) 

 

This transfer cost is usually small compared to the streaming costs because majority of the 

caching proxy’s traffic corresponds to serving user requests.  

 

The estimated cost of opening a new virtual proxy to serve a video to N users is given by the 

aggregate of virtual proxy opening cost, transfer cost and streaming cost. This cost is 

represented by ε and is expressed in dollars. 

  

 ε = (Ω + 𝜌𝑂,𝑃 +  𝛿𝑃) (4) 

   

   

 

휀 = Ω + (𝛼 ∗ µ𝑂,𝑃 ∗ 𝑆𝑀 ) + ∑ ( 𝛽 ∗  µ 𝑃,𝑈𝑛
∗ 𝑆𝑀 ∗ 𝑄)

𝑁

𝑛=1

 

 

 

(5) 

 

It should be noted that the cost in dollars expressed by these equations closely resembles the 

expenses incurred by multimedia provider. These equations help multimedia providers in 

balancing the load on origin server and handling dynamic demand from users. The cost 

function is utilized in heuristic algorithm.  

3.5 Heuristic algorithm for monitoring virtual CDN  
 

Virtual CDN controller makes all the decisions regarding the caching proxies using a heuristic 

algorithm. The goal of this algorithm is to spawn and turn off caching proxies in response to 

varying user demand, so that the overall expenditure is minimized while satisfying user 

requirements. Various heuristics are set for estimating the size of caching proxy and deciding 

its placement location. This algorithm spawns or shutdowns virtual proxies based on 

percentage of user demand from a cluster. 

 

As explained in section 3.3 (b), the size of a cluster can be regulated by limiting number of 

users. Freedman [34] presents nine days statistics of HTTP traffic in a CDN. Over that time 

span, the CDN received 15–25 Million requests per day from around 1 million unique user IP 

addresses. These statistics can be utilized for regulating users of cluster. By considering the 

extreme case, these 1 million users can be assumed to be from the same cluster and accessing 

videos simultaneously. Thus, 1 percent increment in demand corresponds to increase in 
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number of users by 10 thousand. 100 percent demand from a user cluster corresponds to 1 

million users requesting a video. 

 

The objectives of this algorithm are estimating number of proxies required, deciding the 

placement location of proxies, spawning proxies, redirecting users to proxies and shutting 

down some of the proxies when demand decreases.  

 

The functioning of heuristic algorithm is explained by focusing on a single user cluster. This 

cluster is assumed to be associated with two nodes. The charges of cost parameters β, Ω and 

RTT parameters µP,U and µO,P are different on these two nodes. They are represented by β1, β2, 

Ω1, Ω2, µP1,U,µP2,U, µO,P1, µO,P2 . 

 

Further, the upload cost of origin server is α and RTT from origin server to user cluster is µO,U. 

The tenant account details along with various OpenStack API URLs of each node are required 

for the execution of this algorithm. An overview of heuristic algorithm is presented with the 

help of following pseudo code. 

 

Algorithm 1 :  Heuristic Algorithm

 
Require: Cost function, Percentage of demand from user cluster, Tenant account credentials  

Input: Q, SM, α, β1, β2, Ω1, Ω2, µO,U,µP1,U,µP2,U, µO,P1, µO,P2   

1. for  Demand  do 

2. U 
 

← number of  current users 

3. if already proxies exist then 

4. M  
 

←  maximum users handled by existing surrogates 

5. end if 

6. N
 

← Difference (U,M)  

7. if  N > 0 then 

8. nΩ   
 

← Estimate number of proxies based on N 

9. for each proxy do 

10. if resources exist then 

11. Estimate 𝛿𝑂 for N users 

12.  ϵ1  
 

←Cost function (Q,SM,α, β1, µO,U,µP1,U, µO,P1)   

13.  ϵ2 
 

← Cost function (Q,SM,α, β2 , Ω2, µO,U,µP2,U, µO,P2) 

14. if (ε1 < 𝛿𝑂) or (ε2 < 𝛿𝑂) then 

15. P 
 

← minimum (ε1, ε2) 

16. Spawn new proxy at P and update database 

17. Redirect users  

18. else (ε1, ε2  > 𝛿𝑂)  then  

19. Stream from origin server 

20. end if 
21. else no resources then 

22. Stream from origin server 

23. end if 

24. end for 
25. else decrement in users then 

26. Estimate proxies to shutdown 

27. Shutdown proxies and update database 

28. end if 

29. end for 

 
 

Based on the percentage of demand, current number of users from a cluster are estimated (step 

2). In case there are pre-existing proxies at any node, the total number of users served by all 

the proxies are calculated (step 4). The increment or decrement in users is calculated by finding 
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the difference between current users and maximum users served by all proxies (step 6). When 

there is an increment, set of conditions are checked to spawn new caching proxies (steps 7 to 

16) and in case of decrement, proxies are shut down considering hysteresis (steps 25 to 28).  

 

The main objectives of this algorithm are explained in detail as follows:  

 

a) Estimating virtual proxies  
If there are no preexisting proxies at any of the nodes, then proxies have to be spawned to 

handle U users (N=U at step 6). If there are preexisting proxies at any of the nodes, the 

maximum number of users served by all these proxies are calculated first. New proxies have 

to be deployed only if there are additional number of users (N) who couldn’t be handled by 

existing proxies. The number of proxies required to address N users are calculated (step 8) by 

estimating the number of virtual CPUs.  

 

 Algorithm 2 : Estimating virtual CPUs and VM flavors  based on N

 
Require: N 

Input:  X 
 

←  connections handled by 1 worker process 

Start: 

1. if  (0 <  N < X )  then 

2. 1   
 

←   VCPUs required 

3. Increment count of small flavor VM 

4. end if 
5. if  (X <  N < 2X )  then 

6. 2   
 

←   VCPUs required 

7. Increment count of medium flavor VM 

8. end if 
9. if  (2X <  N < 4X )  then 

10. 4    
 

← VCPUs required 

11. Increment count of large flavor VM 

12. end if 
13. if  (4X <  N < 5X )  then 

14. 5    
 

← VCPUs required 

15. minimum (  Ω(small)+ Ω(large) ,  Ω(Xlarge)  ) 

16. Increment count of flavors based on minimum opening cost  

17. end if 
18. if  (  N > 8X )  then 

19. Increment count of Xlarge flavor VM 

20. N   
 

← (N – 8X) 

21. go to: Start  

22. end if 

 
 

 

Nginx can run multiple worker processes, each capable of processing a large number of 

connections. The optimal number of worker processes depends on the CPU cores and the 

number of hard disk drives that store data. In general, the configuration is considered effective 

when the number of worker processes are equal to number of CPU cores[24].In this 

framework, number of virtual CPUs required to handle N users are estimated based on the 

number of worker processes required. To achieve this, maximum number of connections 

handled by each worker process of Nginx is assigned a constant value. 

 

As explained earlier, images with pre-configured Nginx are stored at each node. Nginx on each 

image is configured to have a constant number (say X) of ‘worker_connections’. Further, the 

‘worker_processes’ field is configured to ‘auto’. Value assigned to ‘worker_connections’ field 
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defines the maximum number of connections handled by each worker process. When 

‘worker_processes’ field is assigned ‘auto’, the number of worker processes run by Nginx 

server is equal to the number of CPU cores. 

 

When a VM is booted with this configuration, the number of worker processes depends on the 

virtual CPUs of VM’s flavor and each worker process handles maximum of X simultaneous 

connections. For example if a VM flavor with 2 virtual CPUs is booted, Nginx runs 2 worker 

processes that handle maximum of 2X simultaneous connections ( X connections by each 

worker process). The number of connections handled by each worker process (X) shouldn’t 

be set to a high or low value. High number of connections swamps the proxies and low number 

of connections are not cost efficient as more number of proxies have to be spawned. Thus, 

appropriate number can be fixed by analyzing traffic intensity from a user cluster over specific 

period. 

 

The constant value assigned to ‘worker_connections’ field (X) is used in the heuristic 

algorithm to find the number of worker processes required to handle N users. The number of 

worker processes will account to the number of virtual CPUs required. The estimation of 

virtual CPUs based on N and selection of flavors using heuristic algorithm (step 8) is explained 

with the help of Algorithm 2, by considering some cases. Simple VM flavors such as small, 

medium, large and Xlarge are used in algorithm 2 to illustrate the flavor selection strategy. 

These flavors are considered to be configured with 1, 2, 4 and 8 virtual CPUs respectively.  

 

 It can be observed that, if one worker process is able to handle N users then a small flavor 

VM is spawned (steps 1 to 3). The selection of a particular VM flavor depends on virtual CPUs 

requirement as well as flavor costs. For example, when 5 virtual CPUs are required (Steps 14 

to 16), the cost of spawning a large flavor VM and small flavor VM is compared with the cost 

of spawning an Xlarge flavor VM. VMs are spawned by comparing server opening costs. 

Further, this algorithm spawns multiple VMs (steps 18 to 21), presenting the possibility for 

scaling the size of CDN. 

 

b) Deciding placement location and spawning  

Each selected VM flavor corresponds to a virtual caching proxy. The placement location of 

each caching proxy is decided by the cost function. If the selected flavor exists at particular 

node (step 10), various costs are measured using the equations of cost function (steps 11 to 

13). A new proxy is spawned when the cost of streaming N users from origin server (δO) 

exceeds the aggregate costs (ϵ) of proxy opening, transfer and streaming (step 14). A new 

caching proxy is spawned at a node where these aggregate costs are minimum (step 15). 

 

Next, node and flavor details are used to spawn a caching proxy. This is done by utilizing 

OpenStack API. Instantiation commands with flavor details are issued to Compute API of 

specific node. These commands spawn VMs which instantly function as surrogate servers of 

CDN (step 16).  Thus, a virtual caching proxy is spawned with minimum expenses and placed 

at a location that offers good services to users.  

 

c) Updating database and redirecting users 

After the creation of every caching proxy, the database managed by virtual CDN is updated 

with configuration details, location, IP address and maximum number of users served by that 

caching proxy. The controller node configures origin server to redirect all the requests from 

user cluster to newly created proxies. This is accomplished by associating new virtual proxy’s 

IP address with user cluster CIDR addresses. Nginx’s Geo module and rewrite directives are 

helpful in redirecting users to a newly opened virtual proxy. 

 

d) Shutting down 
Whenever there is a decrease in the percentage of demand from a cluster, caching proxies are 
shutdown to minimize maintenance costs. Among the existing proxies, some of the proxies 
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are shut down based on a hysteresis mechanism. The process of shutting down caching proxies 
can further be presented as follows (steps 26 to 28): 

 Algorithm 3 : Shutting down caching proxies

 
23. I 

 
←  Proxies required to handle current demand 

24. J 
 

←  Pre-existing proxies 

25. if  I < J  then 

26. θ( J - I)    
 

←   Proxies to be SHUTDOWN 

27. J +θ(I- J) 
 

← Proxies required to be ON  

28. Shutdown proxies and update database 

29. end if 

 
 

Algorithm 3 presents the process of shutdown in detail. Hysteresis switching prevents instant 

shutdown of virtual proxies and is useful to handle sharp fall in demand. This shutdown is 

regulated by the hysteresis gain factor, θ.  

 

θ typically ranges from 0 to 1. When θ is very small, the hysteresis equation is very 

conservative while shutting down proxies and when θ is very large, the proxies are shutdown 

instantly. Multimedia provider can choose appropriate factor by estimating demand variations 

over historic data [32] .  

 

If there are multiple proxies of same flavor while shutting down a particular proxy, the one 

handling least number of active connections is issued a shutdown signal. These signals can be 

issued to multiple proxies using OpenStack API commands. The caching proxies are 

configured to serve all the existing active connections before shutting down. This can be 

achieved by issuing graceful shutdown signal to Nginx as soon as the virtual caching proxy 

receives a shutdown signal.  

 

In Linux based OSes, ‘Runlevel’ defines the state of the machine after boot. Runlevel 0 

corresponds to shut down and 6 to reboot. Based on system's Runlevel, different scripts present 

in respective Runlevel directories are executed. A simple script can be implemented for issuing 

Nginx graceful shutdown signal and wait until all Nginx processes stop. This can be stored in 

the Runlevel directory for shutdown. Thus, as soon as the proxy receives a shutdown signal, 

it is shutdown only after Nginx process ends. 

 

Overall, this algorithm readily spawns caching proxies to instantly handle rise in demand and 

it acts conservatively while shutting down proxies. By setting bounds to various parameters of 

heuristic algorithm, multimedia providers can have a strict control on the CDN operation. 

 

3.6 Test Bed 
 

This section mainly emphasizes on testing the practicality of the framework outlined in the 

previous section. A testbed is setup to examine the effectiveness and measure the performance 

of virtual CDNs while delivering multimedia content. The testbed is realized on XIFI 

community cloud. Although limited cloud resources were available, a virtual CDN system was 

successfully established. This section presents a detailed description of the advantages of 

setting up a system over real cloud environment and how virtual CDN framework was 

implemented. 
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a) Advantages of considering real environment 
In general a system can be realized on a laboratory testbed or on a real environment. A 

laboratory testbed provides the ability to establish and execute a real application. Although 

this testbed appears to be an actual implementation of the system under study, it turns out to 

be very small and is isolated from entities existing in real world systems. Moreover, it is very 

difficult to assess scalability or investigate operational issues over these testbeds. On the other 

hand, systems established over real environment provides better insight into many practical 

and management issues that arise at various stages of establishment and maintenance of 

system. The experimental outcomes from such systems highly represents the real-world 

performance. 

 

b) Testbed elements 
XIFI nodes located at Budapest, Spain, Stockholm and Volos are considered for the testbed. 

As shown in Figure 6, Origin server is setup at Budapest and other three nodes are considered 

for spawning virtual caching proxies. 

 

The selection of Spain, Stockholm and Volos nodes is based on availability of different VM 

flavors and bandwidth allocated to each VM. These three nodes support spawning small, 

medium and large flavor VMs and allocate adequate bandwidth for transferring a video file. 

Table 1 shows the configuration of each flavor. One user cluster is assumed at every location 

and for simplicity, each user cluster is assigned to single XIFI node. Resources allocated at 

each node depends on the type of tenant account. A basic trial account is used for experiments. 

Volos

Spain

Virtual CDN controller 

with heuristic algorithm

Multimedia 

database

Origin Server 

  

API

API

Stockholm

XIFI Cloud

User Cluster

User Cluster

User Cluster

API

Budapest

Figure 6. Virtual Content Delivery Network Testbed 
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Table 1. Flavor configuration details  

SIZE VCPUs RAM(MB) STORAGE(GB) 

Small 1 2048 20 

Medium 2 4096 40 

Large 4 8192 80 

 

1) Origin server 
The origin server is setup at Budapest, on a VM running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS OS. This VM is 

associated with a public IP address and Nginx is installed on it. Single video file is stored on 

this server for streaming. Chang et al [35] describes three typical types of videos on YouTube. 

Based on these statistics, a super HD video with 5 minutes duration and 200MB size is 

considered for streaming.   

 

Proxy servers can cache files based on cache response directives set on origin server.   ‘Cache-

Control’ directive governs the caching behaviour of the video file. Essentially, this directive 

lets intermediary proxies know whether the content from origin server can be cached.  

‘Expires’ directive helps in specifying when the content expires. Based on expire time set, the 

duration for which proxies retain content in their cache varies. In this testbed, ‘Cache-Control’ 

header is set to public for simplicity and expire time is set to one week, using 

‘ngx_http_headers_module’[24].  

 

The origin server’s clock is prone to drift over time and it is considered to be problematic as 

CDN services require all the servers in a network to share the same accurate time. Time 

accuracy is also needed to ensure that timestamps on headers and files stay consistent. Network 

Time Protocol (NTP) is helpful for providing clock accuracy in a network. In this testbed, the 

origin server’s clock is synchronized via Internet using a NTP server located in the time zone 

of Europe/Stockholm. 

 

2)  Parameters of Cost function 
Cost parameters of heuristic algorithm are needed for establishing virtual CDN. Due to 

unavailability of resource-cost information on XIFI cloud, real time prices offered by three 

European cloud providers1 namely CenturyLink cloud, Host Europe and UpCloud are 

considered for virtual server opening cost. Unlike other cloud providers, they offer price 

estimators which present individual prices of VCPU, RAM and Storage resources. Based on 

the price of each resource, costs for various VM flavors available on XIFI cloud are calculated. 

All the costs presented in Table 2 are computed for one month and are expressed in USD.    

 

Table 2. Site opening costs based on cloud provider charges  

Flavor CenturyLink Host Europe UpCloud 

Small $32.27 $26.32 $32.79 

Medium $66.07 $52.64 $64.16 

Large $132.13 $105.29 $125.9 

 

Nodes at various locations are assigned upload costs based on egress network costs charged 

by leading cloud providers in Europe region. Table 3 presents egress network charges 

expressed in USD. 

 

Table 3. Upload costs charged by cloud providers 

Cloud provider Cost (USD/GB) 

Amazon $0.09 

Google $0.12 

Microsoft $0.08 

Rackspace $0.13 

                                                      
1 European cloud providers: centurylinkcloud.com, hosteurope.de  and upcloud.com 
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In order to consider server opening and upload costs at three different nodes (Spain, Stockholm 

and Volos), a combination of above mentioned costs are randomly assigned to each node. For 

example, network charges of Amazon and flavor cost of UpCloud may be used as Volos node’s 

upload cost and proxy server opening cost respectively. 

 

In this testbed the origin server’s upload cost parameter has to be assigned appropriate value 

due to unavailability of actual costs. Assigning low cost redirects majority of user requests to 

origin server without spawning new caching proxies and assigning high cost always spawns a 

virtual proxy. Thus for setting up an unbiased model, average of the egress costs charged by 

four cloud providers in Table 3, is considered as the origin server’s upload cost.   

 

Httping tool is used to estimate RTT between origin server and a caching proxy located at 

particular node.  Httping sets up a connection to server on specified port and typically measures 

the time taken for the system to connect, send a request and retrieve a reply from server. It is 

similar to legacy ping tool but operates at transport layer. ICMP protocol can be problematic 

while measuring end-to-end delay as ICMP can be blocked on the path or rate limited, which 

generates inaccurate reports. Moreover, RTT estimation at layer 3 doesn’t reflect service 

response times which is critical for multimedia communication. Hence, Httping tool is 

considered to be a valuable tool for application performance monitoring [36]. 

 

A test proxy is set up at each node and RTTs are collected between origin server and test proxy. 

Average over 1000 RTTs is calculated and this value is considered as RTT between origin 

server and node (µO,P). Table 4 presents RTTs between origin server and proxy servers at 

various locations. 

  

Table 4. RTT between Origin server and proxy 

RTT (ms) - Spain RTT (ms) - Stockholm RTT (ms)  - Volos 

Min Avg  Max  Min Avg Max  Min Avg Max 

228.7 314.3 1320.6 204.5 214.0 282.4 159.0 162.1 187.4 

 

Due to unavailability of actual RTT information between proxies and users of clusters, RTT 

values between proxy and each user (µ P,U ) are assigned based on statistics presented in the 

CDN performance report by CloudHarmony. This report published in 2014, summarizes test 

data from public cloud speed test. This report presents real user latency (HTTP based RTT) of 

multiple CDNs in different continents. Average real user latency of multiple CDNs in Europe 

region is represented in Table 5 [37].  

 

Table 5. Average real user latency in Europe region 

CDN Real user Latency(ms) 

Akamai 48.39 

Amazon CloudFront 69.03 

Azure CDN (Microsoft) 55.17 

CacheFly 64.60 

CDNetworks 57.49 

EdgeCast 58.13 

Fastly 65.17 

Level 3 CDN 51.59 

LimeLight 53.31 

MaxCDN 66.10 

 

As µ P,U values tend to be clustered together for users within a geographical location, based on 

the values from Table 5, 100 random RTTs are considered for assigning µ P,U values. A random 

value from these RTTs is assigned for each user while computing streaming costs from proxy 
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servers. In this test bed, RTTs from origin server to each user (µO,U) are assigned values which 

are relatively close to µO,P and much greater than µ P,U . 

 

By default, Nginx assigns 768 connections for each worker process. The number of worker 

connections can be increased to boost the potential of Nginx. But, this is restricted by number 

of open file descriptors. In Ubuntu 14.04 LTS OS, default value of the maximum number of 

open file descriptors is 1024. Hence, in caching proxies, Nginx’s ‘worker_connections’ field 

is assigned a value of 1024.The same value is used in the software program that implements 

heuristic algorithm.  

 

Although the maximum value of open file descriptors set by OS is 1024, this value can 

however be increased beyond 1024 by making necessary modifications in the Linux kernel. 

Kernel modifications are not considered in this testbed.   

 

3) Virtual Caching proxy 

As mentioned in the framework, a completely configured image is stored at each node to 

facilitate spawning of virtual caching proxies. In order to generate such image for this testbed, 

initially a test VM is launched in the OpenStack environment at three nodes and Nginx is 

installed on each of them. The Nginx web server is then configured to work as caching reverse 

proxy by making necessary changes in the configuration file. The IP address of origin server 

and various parameters that define the path for caching and caching hierarchy levels, are 

assigned using the module ‘ngx_http_proxy_module’.  

 

Further, NTP client is installed on this test VM. The address of NTP server to which origin 

server’s clock is synchronized, is added to ‘ntp.conf’ file. After configuring everything 

correctly, a snapshot of this test VM is taken. This snapshot is used as image for spawning 

new proxies.  

 

4) OpenStack environment at each node 

Using OpenStack Horizon console, an internal-network is created at each node for 

collaborating all the proxies. This network is configured to allocate IP addresses to each proxy 

using DHCP. Further, a security group is created to filter incoming traffic. This security group 

is project specific and the rules defined here are applicable to all proxies. The rules of this 

security group are edited to allow traffic to TCP port 80 and UDP port 123 for HTTP and NTP 

services. The image ids, network ids and security group names created at each node along with 

flavor ids are stored in virtual CDN controller program.  

 

5) Virtual CDN controller 

Virtual CDN controller is set up on the origin server in the form of a software program. The 

heuristic algorithm along with cost function is implemented by executing this software 

program. This program relies on tenant account credentials, Identity API, Compute API details 

and quota of resources available at each node. Table 6 presents API details and quota of 

resources at different sites used for this testbed.  

 

Table 6. API Details and Quota of resources 

Location Compute API URL VCPU RAM 

Spain http://130.206.112.3:8774/v2/ 12 12 GB 

Stockholm http://194.28.123.20:8774/v2/ 6 24 GB 

Volos http://194.177.207.70:8774/v2/ 6 10 GB 

 

The controller program creates unique proxies at each node by assigning a server name based 

on the epoch time. Whenever controller program decides to spawn a new VM at a node, an 

authentication request is first issued to OpenStack Identity to authenticate access to OpenStack 

services. This is done by supplying a payload of tenant account credentials. An authentication 

token is acquired as a response to corresponding request. With the help of authentication token 
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id, controller program issues dynamic API commands using server name, Compute API URL, 

image id, network id and security group name.  

 

All API commands are issued using cURL utility, by including the token in X-Auth-Token 

header. The list of events that happen as soon as virtual CDN controller program decides to 

spawn a VM are explained using a flow chart. Similar commands are issued for shutting down 

a caching proxy. Example cURL API commands are also presented in the following flow chart 

by considering various parameters shown in Table 7. Detailed procedure for setting up a 

testbed is presented in Appendix. 

 

Table 7. Example parameters 
Parameter Value 

User name $email@company.com 

Password $mypassword 

Tenant id $tenant_id 

Identity  API URL http://cloud.lab.fiware.org:4730/v2.0/ 

Compute API URL http://130.206.112.3:8774/v2/ 

Flavor id $falvor_id 

Name of proxy $proxy_1440164099 

Key name $keypair 

Image id $imageref_id 

Network id $network_id 

Security group $security_group_name 

 
 

Spawning 

Decision

•Heuristic algorithm decides to spawn a virtual proxy of specific flavor at 
particular node based on demand from user cluster.

•In order to access resources at a node , a valid token is required from the 
OpenStack environment.

Acquire
Authentication

Token

•Controller program acquires authentication token using tenant account 
credentials, tenant id and Identity  API URL.

• Request : curl -d '{"auth": {"passwordCredentials": {"username":
" $email@company.com", "password":" $mypassword "}, 
"tenantId":"$tenant_id"}}' -H 'Content-type: application/json' 
http://cloud.lab.fiware.org:4730/v2.0/tokens -vvv;

•Response : $token

Create 

Caching 
proxy 

•With the help of authentication token id field, Compute API URL and other 
details, controller program deploys caching proxy at a node by sending request

•Request : curl -v -H "Access-Control-Request-Method: POST" -H "Access-
Control-Request-Headers: Content-Type, X-Auth-Token"  -H 'X-Auth-Token: 
$token[id]' -H "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Accept: application/json" -
X POST " http://130.206.112.3:8774/v2/$tenant_id/servers" -d '{"server": 
{"flavorRef": "$flavor_id", "name": " proxy_1440164099", 
"key_name":"$keypair", "imageRef": "$imageref_id", 
"networks": [{"uuid": "$network_id"  } ],
"security_groups": [{"name": “$security_group_name” } ] } }';

•Caching proxy is spawned with specified details 
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3.7 Performance metrics 
 

Four important performance metrics are identified for measuring the effectiveness of virtual 

CDN. They are  VM dead on arrival ratio, VM provisioning latency, CDN operational latency 

and VM faulty shutdown. These metrics are important in the context of  NFV and are proposed 

by ETSI Industry Specification Group[38].These metrics help in determining the service 

quality of a CDN when surrogate servers are set up in virtual infrastructure. Analysis of these 

metrics helps in estimating reliability and speed of virtual CDN service. 

 

Consider an example where cloud operators offer cloud services to multimedia providers. This 

is the case where multimedia providers deploy their virtual caching proxies in the environment 

of the cloud operator. The NFV service quality metrics described in this section helps 

multimedia providers in estimating the reliability and performance of CDN service while 

collaborating with a particular cloud operator. 

 

a) VM Dead On Arrival ratio 
Dead on Arrival (DOA) ratio is a VM related service quality metric. This metric intends to 

track the liveliness of the requested VM. Newly produced VM that is found to be defective at 

delivery time is referred to as DOA. 

 

The lifecycle of a VM begins with an allocation request to hypervisor. Hypervisor responds to 

that request by an event indicating successful establishment of requested VM or by indicating 

a failure. Unavailability of resources can be one of the reason for failure. Integration of a VM 

into the CDN system can be a successful event when VM is created without flaw. In this case 

VMs start functioning as caching proxies. Sometimes, integration may fail because of DOA 

or inoperable status of VM. A VM’s useful life begins only when it is available to serve users. 

 

Thus, VM DOA effects end user’s service quality and indirectly impacts the time required to 

scale CDN system.VM DOA ratio indicates the ratio of number of faulty VMs provisioned to 

the total number of successfully spawned VMs. 

 

b) VM provisioning latency 
VM Provisioning latency is defined as the elapsed time between VM provisioning request and 

successful spawning of a VM. This metric directly impacts the time required to scale CDN 

system.  

 

VM provisioning latency intends to track the time required for spawning a caching proxy in 

virtual CDN. It is measured by calculating the difference between the time at which virtual 

CDN controller issues a proxy create command and the time at which the virtual proxy turns 

into running state.  

 

c) CDN operational latency 
CDN operational latency is measured as the aggregate of virtual proxy provisioning latency 

(VM provisioning latency) and synchronization time with origin server. This synchronization 

time is the time taken by a virtual proxy for caching video from origin. CDN operational 

latency is an estimate of how long it takes for a caching proxy to be ready with cached video 

after virtual CDN controller decides to spawn a proxy.  

 

The time taken by virtual proxy to cache video from origin server is measured as difference 

between the time when a proxy server requests video from origin server and the time when 

proxy server indicates a cache HIT after caching video from origin server.  

 

d) VM Faulty shutdown ratio 
The useful life of a VM ends whenever a shutdown signal is issued. Shutting down VMs is 

important in virtual CDN environment at times when the size of CDN needs to be diminished. 
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VM faulty shutdown ratio is also a VM related service quality metric. Similar to VM DOA 

ratio, VM faulty shutdown ratio indicates the ratio of number of faulty VM shutdowns to the 

total number of successfully shutdown VMs. 

3.8 Scenario 
 

The main objective of the experiments presented in this section is to demonstrate that the 

virtual CDN controller provisions and releases proxies dynamically. Experiments are 

conducted on this testbed and performance metrics are collected. These metrics are useful for 

measuring the performance of caching proxies and whole CDN. 

 

The demand from each user cluster is simulated. This demand is gradually incremented with 

the help of a program. Virtual CDN controller on origin server executes the heuristic algorithm 

based on these demand variations. At some stage, controller initially decides to spawn a small 

size caching proxy and issues API command for spawning it. Three performance metrics - VM 

DOA ratio, VM provisioning latency and CDN operational latency are collected from the 

newly spawned caching proxy. Later, the demand is gradually decreased until the controller 

issues a shutdown signal to virtual proxy. VM faulty shutdown ratio is measured at this point. 

 

Similarly, the demand is increased gradually until medium and large size caching proxies are 

spawned. Performance metrics are collected from these proxies in the same way as described 

above and then the demand is lowered to shutdown proxies. In this way, the four performance 

metrics are obtained from Spain, Stockholm and Volos sites. Analysis of these metrics is 

presented in the next chapter. 
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4 RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 

This chapter presents the results obtained from experiments carried out while establishing 

virtual CDN on XIFI cloud. The performance results proved that the proposed framework is 

prompt. The results obtained from various experiments showed some stochastic variations. To 

deal with the variability in results, multiple iterations of each experiment are executed and 

sample averages are taken into consideration. 

 

Network performance measurements typically use 95 percent confidence levels for comparing 

the results of independent implementations. Hence, for quantifying the accuracy of results, 95 

percent Confidence Intervals (CIs) are constructed for the means. The narrowness of a CI 

indicates the precision in estimation. 

 

Fifty iterations of each experiment are executed. Based on the results collected from these 

iterations, standard deviation and mean are calculated. Further, confidence intervals with 

relative half-lengths are obtained.  

 

a) VM Dead on Arrival Ratio 
 

Table 8 presents the VM DOA ratio calculated based on the results of 50 iterations. However, 

50 iterations do not provide statistical guarantees for the level of reliability that can be expected 

from the CDN. Testing for high availability requires a very large number of iterations, 

magnitudes larger than 50 iterations. As described in section 3.7, VM DOA is considered as 

problematic and effects end user’s service quality. Thus, lower the value of VM DOA ratio, 

greater is the number of successfully provisioned VMs. 

 

Table 8.VM Dead on Arrival ratio 

 

 

During all experiments, no flaws were observed while spawning caching proxies whenever 

virtual CDN controller decided to deploy new one. This is indicated by zero values of VM 

DOA ratio. Zero value of the ratio at all three locations indicates that content delivery service 

to users at three clusters was not effected by faulty or inoperable caching proxies. In real-time, 

VM DOA ratios similar to the experimental results helps multimedia provider in rendering 

more reliable services to users.  

 

Further, the zero values obtained at each location implies that virtual CDN system has potential 

for scaling efficiently without any glitches when there is sudden surge in user demand from 

any cluster. As the testbed was realized on real cloud environment, the DOA ratio values 

obtained from all experiments state that virtual CDNs can be reliable for multimedia 

streaming. 

 

 

 

VM Dead on Arrival ratio 

 

Location 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

VM Flavor : Small 0 0 0 

VM Flavor : Medium 0 0 0 

VM Flavor : Large 0 0 0 
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b) VM Provisioning Latency 

Table 9 presents overall VM provisioning latency results while spawning a caching proxy on 

small flavor VM at different nodes. Average VM provisioning latency or caching proxy 

provisioning latency is calculated based on the results obtained from 50 iterations at each node. 

 

Table 9 . VM Provisioning Latency for small flavor 

VM Provisioning Latency VM Flavor : Small 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

Average (Seconds) 11.42 21.36 17.26 

Minimum (Seconds) 9 18 14 

Maximum (Seconds) 15 25 22 

Standard Deviation (Seconds) 1.37 2.35 2.04 

Half Length of 95 % CI 0.38 0.65 0.56 

Relative Half-length of 95% CI 3.32% 3.04% 3.24 % 

 

As shown in Figure 7, on an average, low VM provisioning latency was observed at Spain and 

high latency was observed at Stockholm. The average VM provisioning latency at Volos was 

observed to be in between that of Spain and Stockholm. The difference between maximum 

and minimum VM provisioning latencies at each site indicate the statistical dispersion of the 

results. The standard deviation measures the extent of variation that the results show from the 

average values.  

 

Further, 95 percent CIs are constructed for mean VM provisioning latency at each site by using 

average and half-length values. The narrowness of CI indicates the precision in estimation. 

For example, the CI constructed for average VM provisioning latency at Spain is [11.04 

seconds, 11.8 seconds]. This shows that VM provisioning latency measurements would fall 

within this interval with a probability of 0.95. The relative half-length or relative error 

indicates the precision in the estimated value. As shown in Table 9, the relative half-lengths 

of CIs at all the three sites were below 5 percent.  

 

  
Figure 7. Average VM Provisioning Latency for small flavor 

 

Table 10 presents VM provisioning latency results while spawning a caching proxy on 

medium flavor VM at different nodes. When compared to the results obtained for a small 

flavor VM, no major changes were observed in these results.  
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Table 10. VM Provisioning Latency for medium flavor 

VM Provisioning Latency VM Flavor : Medium 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

Average (Seconds) 11.18 22.26 18.18 

Minimum (Seconds) 9 19 15 

Maximum (Seconds) 15 27 21 

Standard Deviation (Seconds) 1.28 1.68 1.49 

Half Length of 95 % CI 0.35 0.46 0.41 

Relative Half-length of 95% CI 3.13% 2.06% 2.25% 

Table 11 presents VM provisioning latency results while spawning a caching proxy on large 

flavor VM at different nodes.  

Table 11. VM Provisioning Latency for large flavor 

VM Provisioning Latency VM Flavor : Large 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

Average (Seconds) 11.78 21.7 17.9 

Minimum (Seconds) 9 19 16 

Maximum (Seconds) 15 29 21 

Standard Deviation (Seconds) 1.43 2.45 1.19 

Half Length of 95 % CI 0.39 0.67  0.33 

Relative Half-length of 95% CI 3.31% 3.08% 1.84% 

 

Based on the results from Tables 10 and 11, Figure 8 shows average VM provisioning latency 

for medium and large flavors at different nodes. As observed from Tables 9, 10 and 11, the 
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Figure 8. Average VM Provisioning Latency for medium and large flavors 
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CIs for VM provisioning latency at three locations do not overlap and thus it can be stated that 

VM provisioning latency at Spain was significantly less compared to the rest. 

By analysing the results from different locations, it can be stated with 95 percent confidence 

that virtual CDN controller required less than half a minute time for successfully launching 

caching proxies. Further, interesting observations can be made when average VM provisioning 

latencies of various flavors at different locations are compared. Figure 9 presents the 

comparison.   

 

Figure 9. Comparison of Average VM Provisioning latencies at different sites 

 

It can be observed that provisioning latency varies based on the location where caching proxies 

are spawn. When compared to Stockholm, the VM provisioning latencies at Volos were less 

by around 17 to 19 percent and VM provisioning latencies at Spain were less by around 45 to 

49 percent. The authors in [39] described that deploying multiple virtual instances on single 

host slightly increases the average provisioning latency. Thus, the variation in VM 

provisioning latency from one XIFI node to other can be attributed to the total number of 

virtual instances running on the host system at particular node. 

It can also be observed that VM Provisioning latency of small, medium and large flavors at a 

particular site were almost equivalent. At all the three locations, variations in provisioning 

latencies of different size VMs were no more than 1 second. In real time, this turns out to be 

very beneficial for multimedia providers when they operate caching proxies in network 

operator’s virtual infrastructure. During the event of sudden surge in demand from a user 

cluster, even a large size proxy can be easily spawned within definite time. This helps in 

handling majority of user requests. 

c) CDN operational Latency 

Table 12 presents CDN operational latency results when a small flavor caching proxy is used. 

Average CDN operational latency is calculated based on the results obtained form 50 iterations 

at each node. Figure 10 presents average CDN operational latency at different locations.  
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Table 12.CDN Operational Latency for small flavor 

 

Although VM provisioning latency at Spain is less compared to rest of the locations, it can be 

observed that the CDN operational latency is very high. As defined earlier, CDN operational 

latency is the aggregate of proxy provisioning latency and time required by virtual proxy to 

synchronize with origin server. High CDN operational latency at Spain can be attributed to 

time required for caching video from origin server.  

Table 13 displays average data transfer rates over all the experiments and Table 4 displays 

RTT between origin server and proxy. It can be observed that low transfer rates and high RTTs 

were main reason for increased operational latency at Spain. 

Table 13. Average Data transfer rates  

Spain Stockholm Volos 

1.26 MBps 16.97 MBps 21.26 MBps 

 

 

Figure 10. Average CDN Operational Latency for small flavor 

 

Further Tables 14 and 15 presents CDN operational latency results when medium and large 

flavor caching proxies are used.  
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CDN operational Latency VM Flavor : Small 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

Average (Seconds) 202.69 35.68 28.52 

Minimum (Seconds) 134.39 29.32 23.01 

Maximum (Seconds) 269.72 46.41 35.29 

Standard Deviation (Seconds) 31.02 3.57 2.80 

Half Length of 95 % CI 8.60 0.99 0.77 

Relative  Half Length of 95 % CI 4.24% 2.77% 2.6% 
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Table 14. CDN Operational Latency for medium flavor 

CDN operational Latency VM Flavor : Medium 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

Average (Seconds) 197.73 36.04 28.69 

Minimum (Seconds) 116.04 31.40 19.78 

Maximum (Seconds) 277.10 44.32 35.56 

Standard Deviation (Seconds) 37.34 2.76 2.63 

Half Length of 95 % CI 10.35 0.76 0.73 

Relative  Half Length of 95 % CI 5.23% 2.10% 2.54% 

 

Table 15. CDN Operational Latency for Large flavor 

CDN operational Latency VM Flavor : Large 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

Average (Seconds) 199.51 35.21 28.12 

Minimum (Seconds) 104.76 29.15 23.57 

Maximum (Seconds) 280.57 47.15 33.71 

Standard Deviation (Seconds) 38.63 3.72 2.09 

Half Length of 95 % CI 10.70 1.03 0.58 

Relative  Half Length of 95 % CI 5.36% 2.92% 2.06% 

 

Figure 11 shows average CDN operational latency for medium and large flavor proxies. When 

compared to the results obtained for a small flavor VM, no major changes were observed in 

these two cases.  
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Based on the observations from Tables 12, 14 and 15, the CIs for CDN operational latency at 

three locations do not overlap and thus it can be stated that CDN operational latency at Volos 

was significantly less compared to rest of the locations. Interesting observations can be made 

when average CDN operational latencies at different locations are compared. Figure 12 

presents the comparison. 

Figure 12. Comparison of Average CDN Operational latencies at different sites 

Low data transfer rate was one of the reason for high CDN operational latency at Spain. 

Generally while establishing CDNs, caching proxies need guaranteed bandwidth for efficient 

synchronization with origin server. As a basic trial account was used for all the experiments 

on XIFI cloud, caching proxies couldn’t be allocated dedicated bandwidth.  

 

Authors in  [19] specify that, in spite of sufficient bandwidth capabilities for transferring data 

and enough computational resources, communication across geographic regions typically 

suffers from wide-area latencies. As observed from Table 4, RTTs at Spain varied from 228.7 

ms to 1320.6 ms. These values were relatively higher and widely dispersed when compared 

with values at other locations. Wide variation in RTTs between origin server and caching 

proxy at Spain indicates variable network latency between these locations. This variable 

network latency is also one of the reason for higher CDN operational latencies at Spain. 

 

The CDN operational latencies at Volos were 20 percent less compared to those observed at 

Stockholm. Low VM provisioning latency, fair bandwidth and low network latency are the 

main reasons for less CDN operational latency at Volos. In real-time, low CDN operational 

latencies are advantageous to multimedia providers especially during the events of flash 

crowds. Virtual proxies turn ready rapidly to serve users, without their requests swamping the 

origin server. 

 

d) VM Faulty shutdown ratio 

Table 16 presents the VM faulty shutdown ratio calculated based on the results of 50 iterations. 

This table presents ratios while shutting down different VMs at each node.VM faulty shutdown 

is problematic as multimedia providers incur maintenance costs when a caching proxy isn’t 

shutdown correctly. Thus, lower the value of VM faulty shutdown ratio, greater is the number 

of successfully shutdown VMs. 
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Table 16. VM faulty shutdown ratio 

VM Faulty shutdown ratio Location 

Spain Stockholm Volos 

VM Flavor : Small 0 0 0 

VM Flavor : Medium 0 0 0 

VM Flavor : Large 0 0 0 

 

During all experiments, no flaws were observed while shutting down caching proxies 

whenever virtual CDN controller decided to turn them off. This is indicated by zero values of 

VM faulty shutdown ratio. VM faulty shutdown ratios similar to the experimental results helps 

multimedia provider in rendering cost-effective services. Further, the zero values obtained at 

each location implies that virtual CDN system has potential for  shrinking without any glitches 

when there is fall in user demand from any cluster. 

 

Besides VM DOA ratio values, VM faulty shutdown ratio values obtained from all 

experiments also show that virtual CDNs can be reliable for multimedia streaming. 
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

This section summarizes the work of designing and establishing a virtual CDN. Further, 

objectives for future research work using the heuristic model are presented. 

5.1 Conclusion 
 

Since broadband is quickly becoming a ubiquitous commodity, multimedia traffic is surging 

over the Internet. Cloud based technologies provide flexibility for scaling the CDN system. 

This thesis describes how cloud computing technology provides an opportunity for multimedia 

providers to establish a self-maintained CDN by leveraging public clouds operated by multiple 

vendors. Multimedia providers can have the privilege to manage custom strategies for caching 

and placing surrogate servers. This study attempts to present a design for dynamically scaling 

and releasing virtual surrogate servers on a federated cloud environment. The mathematical 

model described in this work considers parameters that help in regulating costs and user 

perceived quality of video. Besides proposing a prototype for spawning and releasing virtual 

surrogate servers, a working model is implemented on XIFI cloud and its performance is 

studied. 

 

The performance study included measurement of service quality using metrics which haven’t 

been effectively measured in the field of cloud based CDNs. Results of the performance study 

indicate that cloud based CDNs offer reliable and prompt service. Analysis of the results 

obtained from various experiments helped in understanding the reason for variations in CDN 

service at different locations. In general, the experimental results presented here indicate that 

spawning virtual caching proxies is an elegant solution to address user requests within short 

duration. For example, the CDN operational latency was 28.12 seconds when a large size 

caching proxy was spawn (results from Volos). This may benefit multimedia provider in 

quickly spawning a cache node in the network operator’s cloud and handle large number of 

connections from users especially during holiday season or weekend. 

 

5.2 Future work 
 

In this thesis, a cost based mathematical model is proposed for deciding the placement of 

virtual surrogate servers. It would be interesting to find the trade-offs between various 

parameters described in this function. Identifying trade-offs helps multimedia provider in 

regulating their expenditure and meeting QoS needs of users with greater efficiency. 

 

Presently, research studies are being carried out to facilitate establishment of CDNs on public 

clouds. This thesis mainly focused on offloading the origin server of multimedia provider. 

Implementation of cost-efficient load balancing strategy among virtual caching proxies would 

be another interesting research which can be carried out using cost based function. 
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APPENDIX 
This appendix presents the necessary set up on OpenStack environment and VMs to develop 

a virtual CDN testbed.  

 

a) Setup on OpenStack environment 
 

1. Sign in to OpenStack environment using tenant account credentials and select a region 

by using the Horizon interface. 

2. Create a local network and a subnet by selecting ‘Networks’ and selecting ‘create 

network’ option. 

3. Enter the name of network, name of subnet, network address and other details as 

shown in Figure A 1 and click on ‘Create’. 

4. After successfully creating a network, note the network id. 

 

5. Create a router by selecting ‘Routers’ and selecting ‘create router’ option. 

6. After successfully creating a router, select the new router and select ‘Interfaces’. 

7. Add an interface by selecting the subnet created at step 2. 

8. After successfully adding an interface, set gateway by selecting the router and clicking 

‘Actions’. 

9. Set public external network as routers gateway. The external network is regarded as 

default route of the router and the router acts as a gateway for external connectivity.  

10. Select ‘Security’ and allocate a floating IP to project. 

11. Next, create a new ‘Security Group’ and edit its rules by selecting the security group 

and clicking ‘Actions’ and ‘Edit rules’. 

12. As shown in Figure A 2, add security rules to allow communication from TCP port 

22(SSH), port 80(HTTP traffic) and UDP port 123(NTP service). 

Figure A 1.  Creating network and subnet 
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13. Create a new keypair. Keypairs are SSH credentials which are injected into images 

when they are launched. Creating a new key pair registers the public key and 

downloads the private key.  

14. Launch a test VM by clicking on ‘Launch new instance’ under the ‘Compute’ section. 

Select an image from the list of available images, enter name of VM and select a VM 

flavor. 

15. Select an already created keypair, security group name and network name while 

launching a VM. Finally click on ‘Launch Instance’ to launch a new VM. Upon 

successfully launching a VM, initially ‘spawning’ status is indicated and later ‘Active’ 

status is displayed on the Horizon dash board as shown in Figure A3. 

 

 
 

 
Figure A 3 . Spawning status and Active status of a VM 

 

16. From ‘Security’ section and select a floating IP. Associate that floating IP with the 

newly launched VM. 

17. Now, login to the newly created VM via SSH, using the downloaded keypair. The 

command for connecting via SSH is : 

   ssh -i /path to keypair/keypair.pem  root@floating IP address 

Example:  

ssh -i /home/user/karlskronanew.pem root@194.47.157.232  

 

18. Initially, the repositories are updated with the following commands: 

   apt-get update 

   apt-get upgrade 

 

Figure A 2. Editing security group rules 
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19. NTP client is installed on the VM using the following command: 

apt-get install ntp 

20. Remove the existing pool of NTP servers and add a new server by making the 

following changes in /ect/ntp.conf file. NTP server ntp.lth.se was used in all 

experiments.  

 

Change: 

#Use servers from the NTP Pool Project. Approved by Ubuntu Technical Board 

server 0.ubuntu.pool.ntp.org 

server 1.ubuntu.pool.ntp.org 

server 2.ubuntu.pool.ntp.org 

server 3.ubuntu.pool.ntp.org 

 To:   

 server ntp.lth.se 

 

21. Install Nginx web server on the test VM by the following command: 

apt-get install nginx 

   

22. After installing Nginx, the VM can be further configured to act as an origin server or 

caching proxy (Until Nginx installation, common set up for origin server and caching 

proxy). 

 

b) Setting up Origin server 

 

1. The VM set up in the previous stage can be used as origin server by uploading a video 

and adding cache headers. 

2. Use the following command to upload a video to origin server. 

scp -i /path to keypair/keypair.pem  /path to video/video_file  root@floating_IP:~/. 

Example: 

scp -i /home/user/karlskronanew.pem /home/user/Videos/video.mp4 root@ 

148.6.81.132:~/. 

 

3. For including cache headers and expire headers use github H5bp/server-configs-

nginx. Add ‘h5bp’ directory to ‘/etc/nginx’ directory. 

4. Edit ‘expires.conf’ file present under ‘h5bp/Location’ directory as follows: 

 

location ~* \.(?:manifest|appcache|html?|xml|json)$ { 

  expires -1; 

  # access_log logs/static.log;  

} 

# Media: images, icons, video, audio 

location ~* \.(?:jpg|jpeg|gif|png|ico|cur|gz|svg|svgz|mp4|flv|ogg|ogv|webm)$ { 

# Expire time 

  expires 1M; 

  access_log off; 

# Cache control  

  add_header Cache-Control "public"; 

} 

# CSS and Javascript 

location ~* \.(?:css|js)$ { 

  expires 1y; 

  access_log off; 

  add_header Cache-Control "public"; 

}  
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5. Edit ‘default’ configuration file present under ‘/etc/nginx/sites-available’ directory as 

follows: 

server { 

    listen 80 default_server; 

    root /var/www/html; 

    index index.html; 

    charset utf-8; 

#add_headers 

   include h5bp/basic.conf; 

    location / { 

        try_files $uri $uri/ =404; 

    } 

} 

 

6. Make sure that the uploaded video is stored under root directory of web server. 

7. Additionally, add a HTML page which displays the video. 

8. Finally, restart the webserver by the following command. 

service nginx restart 

 

c) Setting up caching proxy server 

 

1. After installing Nginx on test VM, configure it to serve as caching reverse proxy by 

editing the ‘default’ configuration file present under ‘/etc/nginx/sites-available’ 

directory as follows: 

 

#set caching directory, cache levels and inactive parameter 

proxy_cache_path /cache levels=1:2 keys_zone=my_zone:10m inactive=60m; 

proxy_cache_key "$scheme$request_method$host$request_uri"; 

server { 

    listen 80 default_server; 

    root /var/www/; 

    index index.html; 

    charset utf-8; 

    location / { 

         proxy_cache my_zone; 

         add_header X-Proxy-Cache $upstream_cache_status; 

         include proxy_params; 

#include origin server’s IP address here 

# proxy_pass ORIGIN SERVER IP 

         proxy_pass http://148.6.81.132:80; 

     } 

} 

 

2. Edit few fields in ‘nginx.conf’ file by changing the following values: 

 

worker_processes =auto; 

#number of worker connections can be more than 1024 

worker_connections = 1024; 

 

3.  Restart the webserver by the following command: 

service nginx restart  

 

4. Take a snapshot of this test VM by selecting the VM from Horizon dashboard and 

clicking on ‘create snapshot’ option from ‘Actions’ menu. This snapshot acts as an 

image for spawning additional caching proxies. 

http://148.6.81.132/
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5. This newly created snapshot can be notices under ‘images’ section as shown in Figure 

A 4. 

 
Figure A 4. Newly created image 

 

6. Note the network id and image id at each location by checking the details of created 

local network and image. These are further used by virtual CDN controller program. 

Figure A 5 shows the details of newly created image. 

 

 
Figure A 5. Image details 

 

Example values are: 

 

Image id: e370aa59-7efd-4211-aba2-c108b603dbc8 

Network id: 1f8ce148-1b03-44b8-b506-1061d05fedba 

 

d) Setting up virtual CDN controller 

 

1. Create a MySQL database to store details about the quota of resources and details about 

proxy servers. Enter the quotas of resources at each location in a table.   

 

Table for storing quota of resources: 

 

 
 

Example Table (Table - proxy): 
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Table for storing details of proxies:  

 
 

Example Table (Table - project_quota): 

  

 
 

2. Create a configuration file to enter details of database, details of tenant account and 

various API URLs for every location. Example configuration file for two locations is as 

follows:  

 

File: details.ini  

 

 [sql] 

host=localhost 

port=161 

user=root 

database=vcdn 

table_proxies=proxy 

table_project_quotas=project_quota 

password=password123 

 

 

[fiware_login] 

tenantname=sai-datta cloud 

username=vvksdatta@gmail.com 

password=password123 

tenantid=00000000000000000000000000012485 

Identity_API_url=http://cloud.lab.fiware.org:4730/v2.0 

 

[fiware_volos] 

nova_api_url=http://194.177.207.70:8774/v2/ 

image_name=main_proxy_image 

image_ref_id=45ccf58d-4eb1-4a40-b49c-4995ab1acd5b 

security_group=default 

key_name=voloskey 

network_id=df710c97-a5d3-4810-8660-7dd0618babae 

flavor_id_small=2 

flavor_id_medium=3 

flavor_id_large=4 

flavor_id_xlarge=5 

 

[fiware_spain] 

nova_api_url=http://130.206.112.3:8774/v2/ 

image_name=main_proxy 

image_ref_id=51354f90-0a01-49a3-bbc4-095fde6c32e8 

security_group=test 
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key_name=spainkey 

network_id=de9f83f6-d8db-41f6-9a5e-4127835bfc3b 

flavor_id_small=2 

flavor_id_medium=3 

flavor_id_large=4 

flavor_id_xlarge=5 

 

3. A Perl script is developed for executing the heuristic algorithm. This script requires the 

above created configuration file ‘details.ini’. This script is primarily written in perl to 

decide placement of caching proxy between two datacentres.  

 

File: new_proxy.pl 

 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

use DBI; 

use Config::IniFiles; 

use List::Util qw[min max]; 

use POSIX; 

my $config =Config::IniFiles->new(-file=>"details.ini"); 

my $user=$config->val('sql','user'); 

my $password=$config->val('sql','password'); 

my $database=$config->val('sql','database'); 

my $table_proxies=$config->val('sql','table_proxies'); 

my $table_project_quotas=$config->val('sql','table_project_quotas'); 

my $host = $config->val('sql','host'); 

my $port = $config->val('sql','port'); 

 

############################# user clusters ########################### 

#name of user cluster location 

my $user_location = 'london'; 

#video quality 

my @quality =('0.2','0.4','0.6','0.8','1'); 

#selecting random video quality for streaming 

my $video_quality = $quality[rand @quality]; 

########simulate increasing demand for number of users from a location########  

print"quality of movie : $video_quality \n"; 

 

###################Edge clouds for each user location ##################### 

#names of each edge cloud location 

my %user_location_details; 

$user_location_details{"$user_location"}{'cloud1'}   = "volos"; 

$user_location_details{"$user_location"}{'cloud2'}   = "spain"; 

my $originserver_location = "budapest"; 

 

########################instance settings############################### 

#Maximum number of users each instance can serve 

my $small_instance_users='10240'; 

my $medium_instance_users='20480'; 

my $large_instance_users='40960'; 

my $xlarge_instance_users='81920'; 

 

#instance details 

my %instance_details; 

#resorces expressed in vcpus, ram and storage 

$instance_details{"small"}{'resources'}    = [(1,2,20)]; 

$instance_details{"medium"}{'resources'}   = ([2,4,50]); 
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$instance_details{"large"}{'resources'}  = [(4,8,80)]; 

$instance_details{"xlarge"}{'resources'}   = ([8,16,160]); 

 

#instance costs (storage and resource allocation costs) 

$instance_details{"small"}{'costs'}   =[(26.32,32.27,30.37)]; 

$instance_details{"medium"}{'costs'}  =[(66.07,61,74)];; 

$instance_details{"large"}{'costs'}   =[(80)]; 

$instance_details{"xlarge"}{'costs'}  =[(132.13,123.48)]; 

 

#size of movie in GB 

my @video_size=(15,30,50,100); 

#selecting a random video size 

my $size= $video_size[rand @video_size]; 

print"size of movie : $size\n"; 

 

 

####################### Download costs ######################### 

# download cost ($ per gb) - origin server 

my @origin_dwn_cost =(0.19); 

 

#download cost ($ per gb) -proxy server  

my @proxy_dwn_cost = (0.09,0.12,0.087,0.13); 

  

######################   RTT settings ############################ 

#rtt origin server to proxy server1  

my %rtt; 

$rtt{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'origin'}  =[(114)]; 

 

#rtt origin server to proxy server2  

$rtt{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'origin'}  =[(177)]; 

 

#rtt proxy server to user 

$rtt{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'user'} = [(52,54,55,59,60)]; 

$rtt{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'user'} =[(52,54,55,59,60)]; 

 

#variable rtt origin server to user and average rtt from origin server to user 

$rtt{'user'}{'origin'}= [(183,181.31,185.69,186,182,184,)]; 

 

##################################################################### 

#create database and table 

unless (defined 

DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:database=$database;host=$host;port=$port", $user, 

$password)) 

        { 

        my $db = DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:host=$host;port=$port", $user, 

$password); 

        $db->do("create database if not exists $database"); 

 printf"created new database $database";         

 } 

 

my $db = DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:database=$database;host=$host;port=$port", 

$user, $password); 

$db->do("CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $table_proxies (`id` int (11) NOT NULL 

AUTO_INCREMENT,`name` tinytext NOT NULL ,`location` tinytext NOT 

NULL,`instance` tinytext NOT NULL,`max_users` int(11) NOT NULL,`delete` 
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tinyint(1) NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (`id`)) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT 

CHARSET=latin1 AUTO_INCREMENT=1"); 

 

 

#increment demand by 1 percent for increase in users by 10,000 

my @demand_increase= @ARGV; 

print"Edge clouds close to user:\n"; 

print"     cloud1: $user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}\n"; 

print"     cloud2: $user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}\n"; 

print"Origin server located at : $originserver_location \n\n"; 

foreach(@demand_increase){ 

print"demand : $_ % \n"; 

 

my $select = $db->prepare("SELECT count(*) as count from $table_proxies") or die 

"Couldn't prepare statement: $DBI::errstr; stopped"; 

$select->execute; 

 

###if proxies already exist/ doesn’t exist, run cost function  

my ($count) = $select ->fetchrow_array; 

        #if table is empty 

        if($count ==0){ 

  #run the cost function and deploy instance 

  my $demand=($_ * 10000); 

  deploy($demand); 

                        } 

else{ 

my %servers; 

#max users who can be served by already existing proxies 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'users_each'}   = [( )]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'users_each'}   = [( )]; 

 

my $cloud1 = $db->prepare("select `max_users` from $table_proxies where 

`location` = '$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}'"); 

my $cloud2 = $db->prepare("select `max_users` from $table_proxies where 

`location` = '$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}'"); 

$cloud1->execute; 

$cloud2->execute; 

while(my ($a) = $cloud1->fetchrow_array() ) 

{ 

if( $a != ''){ 

push(@{$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'users_each'}} , 

$a); 

 

} 

} 

while(my ($a) = $cloud2->fetchrow_array() ) 

{ 

if( $a != ''){ 

push(@{$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'users_each'}} , 

$a); 

 

} 

} 

 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'max_users'} = eval join 

'+', @{$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'users_each'}}; 
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$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'max_users'} = eval join 

'+', @{$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'users_each'}}; 

 

print"maximum number of users served by proxies at 

$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}:$servers{$user_location_details{'$

user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'max_users'}\n"; 

print"maximum number of users served by proxies at 

$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}:$servers{$user_location_details{'$

user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'max_users'}\n"; 

 

# if users exceed maximum number of users served by existing proxies run the cost 

function and deploy instance 

if(($_ * 10000) > 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'max_users'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'max_users'})){ 

my $demand_inc =(($_ * 10000)-

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'max_users'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'max_users'})); 

deploy($demand_inc); 

 

} 

else{ 

 

#decrese in demand 

my $demand=($_* 10000); 

my %instances_required = vcpu_count($demand); 

 

for my $key (keys %instances_required){ 

#if($instances_required{$key} != 0){ 

#for(my $i=1; $i <= $instances_required{$key}; $i++ ){ 

$instances_required{$key}= ($instances_required{$key}/2); 

$instances_required{$key} = floor($instances_required{$key}); 

my $proxies_c1_count = $db->prepare("select count(*) as count from $table_proxies 

where `instance` ='$key' and `delete` ='0' and `location` = 

'$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}'"); 

$proxies_c1_count->execute; 

my $proxies_c2_count = $db->prepare("select count(*) as count from $table_proxies 

where `instance` ='$key' and `delete` ='0' and `location` = 

'$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}'"); 

$proxies_c2_count->execute; 

my $count1 = $proxies_c1_count ->fetchrow_array; 

my $count2 = $proxies_c2_count ->fetchrow_array; 

 

#hysteresis gain factor =0.5, so divide by 2  

$count1=($count1/2); 

$count2=($count2/2); 

$count1=floor($count1); 

$count2=floor($count2); 

 

if($count1 > $count2){ 

if(($count1!=0) and ($count2!=0)){ 

goto begin;  

}else{ 

begin: 

if(($count1 - $instances_required{$key}) >= 0){ 

my $limit =($count1 - $instances_required{$key}); 
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my $proxies_update = $db->prepare("update $table_proxies set `delete`=1 where 

`delete`='0' and `location` = '$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}' and 

`instance` = '$key' order by `id` DESC limit $limit"); 

$proxies_update->execute; 

}else{ 

 --$instances_required{$key}; 

  goto begin; 

} 

} 

} 

elsif($count1 < $count2){ 

 

if(($count1!=0) and ($count2!=0)){ 

goto begin2;  

}else{ 

 

begin2: 

if(($count2 - $instances_required{$key}) >= 0){ 

my $limit =($count2 - $instances_required{$key}); 

 

my $proxies_update = $db->prepare("update $table_proxies set `delete`=1 where 

`delete`='0' and `location` = '$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}' and 

`instance` = '$key' order by `id` DESC limit $limit"); 

$proxies_update->execute; 

}else{ 

 --$instances_required{$key}; 

  goto begin2; 

} 

} 

 

} 

elsif($count1 == $count2){ 

begin3: 

if(($count1 - $instances_required{$key}) >= 0){ 

my $limit =($count1 - $instances_required{$key}); 

my $proxies_update = $db->prepare("update $table_proxies set `delete`=1 where 

`delete`='0' and `location` = '$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}' and 

`instance` = '$key' order by `id` DESC limit $limit"); 

$proxies_update->execute; 

}else{ 

 --$instances_required{$key}; 

  goto begin3; 

} 

 

} 

} 

sub vcpu_count{ 

my ($cpu) = @_; 

my $vcpu = (($cpu) / 1000); 

my%instances; 

$instances{'small'}=0; 

$instances{'medium'}=0; 

$instances{'large'}=0; 

$instances{'xlarge'}=0; 
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#calculate the VCPUs required to handle the increase in demand from users. 

minimum number  of customers handled: 1024 ( for 1 vcpu) 

 

small: 

if($vcpu <='10.24' ){ 

$instances{'small'}= ++$instances{'small'}; 

} 

if(($vcpu > '10.24')and($vcpu <='20.48')){ 

$instances{'medium'}= ++$instances{'medium'}; 

} 

if(($vcpu > '20.48')and($vcpu <='40.96')){ 

$instances{'large'}= ++$instances{'large'}; 

} 

if(($vcpu > '40.96')and($vcpu <='51.2')){ 

$instances{'small'}= ++$instances{'small'}; 

$instances{'large'}= ++$instances{'large'}; 

} 

if($vcpu >'51.2' ){ 

$instances{'xlarge'}= ++$instances{'xlarge'}; 

if(($vcpu - 81.92) > '0'){ 

$vcpu =($vcpu - 81.92); 

goto small; 

} 

} 

return %instances 

} 

 

my $delete = $db->prepare("SELECT `name`,`location`  from $table_proxies where 

`delete`=1") or die "Couldn't prepare statement: $DBI::errstr; stopped"; 

$delete->execute; 

 

while (my ($name,$location) = $delete ->fetchrow_array()) 

{ 

my $shut_command="perl fiware_del.pl $location $name"; 

system($shut_command); 

 

} 

 

# vms with delete =1 and shutoff 

} 

 

} 

printf"############################################################\n"; 

} 

 

sub deploy { 

my ($demand)=@_; 

my %instances; 

my %servers; 

#select download cost of a proxy  

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'dwnld_cost'}   = 

$proxy_dwn_cost[rand @proxy_dwn_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'dwnld_cost'}   = 

$proxy_dwn_cost[rand @proxy_dwn_cost];   

$servers{'origin'}{'dwnld_cost'}   = $origin_dwn_cost[rand @origin_dwn_cost];                       
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print"$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'} cloud download cost: 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'dwnld_cost'} \n"; 

print"$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'} cloud download cost: 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'dwnld_cost'} \n"; 

printf"origin download cost :$servers{'origin'}{'dwnld_cost'} \n"; 

#count number of instances to create     

$instances{'small'}=0; 

$instances{'medium'}=0; 

$instances{'large'}=0; 

$instances{'xlarge'}=0; 

 

#calculate the VCPUs required to handle the increase in demand from users. 

minimum number  of customers handled: 1024 ( for 1 vcpu) 

my $vcpu = (($demand) / 1000); 

 

small: 

if($vcpu <='10.24' ){ 

$instances{'small'}= ++$instances{'small'}; 

} 

if(($vcpu > '10.24')and($vcpu <='20.48')){ 

$instances{'medium'}= ++$instances{'medium'}; 

} 

if(($vcpu > '20.48')and($vcpu <='40.96')){ 

$instances{'large'}= ++$instances{'large'}; 

} 

if(($vcpu > '40.96')and($vcpu <='51.2')){ 

$instances{'small'}= ++$instances{'small'}; 

$instances{'large'}= ++$instances{'large'}; 

} 

if($vcpu >'51.2' ){ 

$instances{'xlarge'}= ++$instances{'xlarge'}; 

if(($vcpu - 81.92) > '0'){ 

$vcpu =($vcpu - 81.92); 

goto small; 

} 

} 

##################################################################### 

# subroutine to compute streaming cost from origin to users 

 

sub origin_streaming_cost{ 

my ($users)= @_; 

my @streaming_cost_origin; 

my @rtt_array =@{$rtt{'user'}{'origin'}}; 

for(my $i=1; $i<=($users) ; $i++){ 

my$rtt = $rtt_array[rand @rtt_array]; 

push (@streaming_cost_origin ,($servers{'origin'}{'dwnld_cost'} *($rtt/1000) * $size 

* $video_quality )); 

} 

my $total_streaming_origin = eval join '+', @streaming_cost_origin; 

return $total_streaming_origin; 

} 

 

print"Estimated streaming cost for ".($demand)." users from origin 

server:".origin_streaming_cost(($demand))."\n";  
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#####################################################################

##################################################################### 

 

# subroutine to compute streaming cost from proxy to users 

sub streaming_cost{ 

my ($users_count,$cloudlocation)=@_; 

my @total; 

for(my $i=1; $i<=( $users_count); $i++){ 

my@rtt_user=@{$rtt{$cloudlocation}{'user'}}; 

my$user_rtt   = $rtt_user[rand @rtt_user]; 

my $cost=($servers{$cloudlocation}{'dwnld_cost'} * $size * $video_quality * 

($user_rtt / 1000)); 

push(@total ,$cost );    

    } 

my $total_streaming_cost= eval join '+', @total; 

return $total_streaming_cost; 

} 

#####################################################################

##################################################################### 

 

# subroutine to compute replication cost from origin to proxy 

 sub replicating_cost{ 

my ($cloud_location)=@_; 

my@rtt_origin=@{$rtt{$cloud_location}{'origin'}}; 

my$origin_rtt  = $rtt_origin[rand @rtt_origin]; 

my $cost=($servers{'origin'}{'dwnld_cost'} * $size *($origin_rtt / 1000 )); 

return $cost; 

} 

 

#####################################################################

##################################################################### 

 

#total cost of opening a new proxy and streaming to users. Computed based on size of 

instance and max number of users each instance can serve  

my %resources;  

my$resources_cloud1 =$db->prepare("SELECT 

`vcpu`,`flavor_small`,`flavor_medium`,`flavor_large`,`flavor_xlarge`,`ram`,`storage` 

from $table_project_quotas where `location` 

='$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}'") or die "Couldn't prepare 

statement: $DBI::errstr; stopped"; 

my$resources_cloud2 =$db->prepare("SELECT 

`vcpu`,`flavor_small`,`flavor_medium`,`flavor_large`,`flavor_xlarge`,`ram`,`storage` 

from $table_project_quotas where `location` 

='$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}'") or die "Couldn't prepare 

statement: $DBI::errstr; stopped"; 

$resources_cloud1->execute; 

$resources_cloud2->execute; 

#details about resources and flavors 

while(my (@array) = $resources_cloud1 ->fetchrow_array)  { 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'}=$array[0]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'small'}=$array[1]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'medium'}=$array[2]

; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'large'}=$array[3]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'xlarge'}=$array[4]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'ram'}=$array[5]; 
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$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'storage'}=$array[6]; 

 

} 

while(my (@array) = $resources_cloud2 ->fetchrow_array)  { 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'}=$array[0]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'small'}=$array[1]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'medium'}=$array[2]

; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'large'}=$array[3]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'xlarge'}=$array[4]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'ram'}=$array[5]; 

$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'storage'}=$array[6]; 

 

} 

 

while( my( $key, $value ) = each %instances ){ 

if($key='small' and $value !=0){for(my $i=1;$i<=$value; $i++){ 

my @instance_cost=@{$instance_details{$key}{'costs'}}; 

#check if flavor exists at cloud 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 

#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'1')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'}; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}   = 

streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

my $cloud1_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud1_total; 

} 

} 

 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 

#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'1')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'}; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}  

=streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 
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$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 

my $cloud2_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud2_total; 

} 

} 

$servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} = 

origin_streaming_cost(($demand)); 

 } 

 

} 

if($key='medium' and $value !=0){for(my $i=1; $i<=$value; $i++){ 

my @instance_cost=@{$instance_details{$key}{'costs'}}; 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 

#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'2')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'}; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}   = 

streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

my $cloud1_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud1_total; 

} 

 

} 

 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 

#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'2')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'}; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 
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$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}  

=streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 

my $cloud2_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud2_total; 

} 

 

} 

$servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} = 

origin_streaming_cost(($demand)); 

   } 

} 

if($key='large' and $value !=0){ 

for(my $i=1; $i<=$value; $i++){ 

my @instance_cost=@{$instance_details{$key}{'costs'}}; 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 

#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'4')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'}; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}   = 

streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

 

my $cloud1_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud1_total; 

} 

 

} 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 

#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'4')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'}; 
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$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}  

=streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 

my $cloud2_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud2_total; 

} 

 

} 

 

$servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} = 

origin_streaming_cost(($demand)); 

 

   } 

} 

if($key='xlarge' and $value !=0){ 

for(my $i=1; $i<=$value; $i++){ 

my @instance_cost=@{$instance_details{$key}{'costs'}}; 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 

#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'8')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{'vcpu'}; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}   = 

streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}); 

my $cloud1_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud1_total; 

} 

 

} 

 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}) == '1'){ 
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#check vcpus existence 

if(($resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'} - 

'8')>='0'){ 

--$resources{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{'vcpu'}; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_

cost'}=$instance_cost[rand @instance_cost]; 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'}  

=streaming_cost($demand,$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}  

=replicating_cost($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}); 

my $cloud2_total= 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'st

reaming_cost'} + 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'r

eplicating_cost'}); 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} = $cloud2_total; 

} 

 

} 

 

$servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} = 

origin_streaming_cost(($demand)); 

   }}     

} 

 

#####################################################################

##################################################################### 

 

sub print_and_update{ 

my ($location_pri,$location_sec,$key,$i)=@_; 

my $users = eval('$'."$key"."_instance_users"); 

print"total cost for serving $users users from origin server 

is :$servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} \n"; 

print"total streaming costs for cloud1 

$servers{$location_sec}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} \n"; 

print"total streaming costs for cloud2 

$servers{$location_pri}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} \n"; 

print"total replication cost for cloud1 

$servers{$location_sec}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'replicating_cost'} \n"; 

print"total replication cost for cloud2 

$servers{$location_pri}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'replicating_cost'} \n"; 

print"total cost for storage and resource allocation at $location_sec: 

$servers{$location_sec}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_cost'} \n"; 

print"total cost for storage and resource allocation at 

$location_pri:$servers{$location_pri}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'_cost'} \n"; 

printf"CREATE NEW VM AT $location_pri\n"; 

my $time= time(); 

my $command="perl fiware.pl $location_pri $key proxy_$time"; 

system($command); 

my $users=eval('$'."$key".'_instance_users'); 
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my$qry="INSERT INTO $table_proxies (`name`,`location`,`instance`,`max_users`) 

VALUES ( 'proxy_$time','$location_pri','$key','$users')"; 

$db->do($qry); 

 

my @resource_count_cloud=resources($location_pri); 

my $vcpu=($resource_count_cloud[0]-${$instance_details{$key}{'resources'}}[0]); 

my $ram=($resource_count_cloud[5]-${$instance_details{$key}{'resources'}}[1]); 

my $storage=($resource_count_cloud[6]-

${$instance_details{$key}{'resources'}}[2]); 

my $qry2="update $table_project_quotas set`vcpu`='$vcpu',`ram`='$ram' , 

`storage`='$storage' where `location`='$location_pri'"; 

$db->do("$qry2"); 

printf"size of vm: $key \n"; 

printf"total cost $servers{$location_pri}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'opening_cost'} \n"; 

printf"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\n"; 

 

} 

#compare the cost of streaming from origin with cost for opening+streaming from 

new proxy. Compare costs for max number of users each proxy can serve   

 

while( my( $key, $value ) = each %instances ){ 

for(my $i=1;$i<=$value;$i++){ 

if( ( $servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.

$i.'opening_cost'} !='' ) or 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

opening_cost'} !='')){ 

 

 

if(($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$

i.'opening_cost'} == '') and 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

opening_cost'}!= '')){ 

if($servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} > 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'}){ 

 

 

print_and_update($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'},$user_location_

details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'},$key,$i); 

 

} 

else{ 

 

printf"cost of streaming from origin is less \n"; 

} 

} 

if(($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$

i.'opening_cost'} =='') and 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

opening_cost'}!='')){ 

if($servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} > 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'}){ 

 

print_and_update($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'},$user_location_

details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'},$key,$i); 
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} 

else{ 

printf"cost of streaming from origin is less \n"; 

} 

} 

if(($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$

i.'opening_cost'} !='') and 

($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'

opening_cost'}!='')){ 

if($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.

'opening_cost'} < 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} ){ 

 

if($servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} > 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'}){ 

 

print_and_update($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'},$user_location_

details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'},$key,$i); 

 

}else{ 

 

printf"cost of streaming from origin is less \n"; 

} 

       } 

 

if($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.

'opening_cost'} > 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'}) 

{ 

if($servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} > 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'}){ 

print_and_update($user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'},$user_location_

details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'},$key,$i); 

} 

else{ 

 

printf"cost of streaming from origin is less \n"; 

} 

 

} 

if($servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.

'opening_cost'} == 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'}) 

{ 

if($servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} > 

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'}){ 

 

my $users = eval('$'."$key"."_instance_users"); 

print"total cost for serving $users users from origin server 

is :$servers{'origin_server'}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'streaming_cost'} \n"; 
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printf"create new vm at $user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'} or 

$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'} \n"; 

printf"size of vm: $key \n"; 

printf"total cost  

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud2'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} \n"; 

printf"total cost  

$servers{$user_location_details{'$user_location'}{'cloud1'}}{$key}{'instance_id'.$i.'o

pening_cost'} \n"; 

printf"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\n"; 

} 

else{ 

printf"cost of streaming from origin is less \n"; 

} 

} 

} 

} 

 

} 

} 

} 

####################subroutine to return resources######################## 

sub resources{ 

my ($location)=@_; 

my$resources_cloud =$db->prepare("SELECT 

`vcpu`,`flavor_small`,`flavor_medium`,`flavor_large`,`flavor_xlarge`,`ram`,`storage` 

from $table_project_quotas where `location` ='$location'") or die "Couldn't prepare 

statement: $DBI::errstr; stopped"; 

$resources_cloud->execute; 

my @resource_count_cloud; 

#details about resources and flavors 

while(my (@array) = $resources_cloud ->fetchrow_array)  { 

$resources{$location}{'vcpu'}=$array[0]; 

$resources{$location}{'small'}=$array[1]; 

$resources{$location}{'medium'}=$array[2]; 

$resources{$location}{'large'}=$array[3]; 

$resources{$location}{'xlarge'}=$array[4]; 

$resources{$location}{'ram'}=$array[5]; 

$resources{$location}{'storage'}=$array[6]; 

@resource_count_cloud=@array; 

printf"vcpu at cloud $location  $array[0]\n"; 

} 

return @resource_count_cloud;  

} 

 

4. This Perl script executes heuristic algorithm and decides where to spawn a caching 

proxy. From terminal, execute the ‘new_proxy’ script by supplying runtime arguments. 

The runtime arguments represents the variation in demand. 

 

For example: perl new_proxy.pl 1 3 7 2 

 

This means, initial demand is 10,000, followed by 30,000 and 70,000 users. Then there 

is drop in demand (70,000 users to 20,000). 

 

5.  Based on the location, image id, keypair name, security group name, nova API URL, 

network id and flavor ids are used to issue create or shut down requests. 
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6. cURL command for issuing an authentication request: 

curl -d '{"auth": {"passwordCredentials": {"username": 

" $email@company.com", "password":" $mypassword "}, "tenantId":"$tenant_id"}}' -

H 'Content-type: application/json' http://cloud.lab.fiware.org:4730/v2.0/tokens -vvv; 

 

7. cURL command for issuing a proxy create request (with compute API url: 

130.206.112.3) : 

 

curl -v -H "Access-Control-Request-Method: POST" -H "Access-Control-Request-

Headers: Content-Type,”  -H 'X-Auth-Token: $token[id]' -H "Content-Type: 

application/json" -H "Accept: application/json" -X POST " 

http://130.206.112.3:8774/v2/$tenant_id/servers" -d '{"server": {"flavorRef": 

"$flavor_id", "name": " proxy_1440164099", "key_name":"$keypair", "imageRef": 

"$imageref_id",  

 "networks": [{"uuid": "$network_id"  } ], 

 "security_groups": [{"name": “$security_group_name” } ] } }'; 

 

8. cURL command to get details of a VM: 

 

curl -v -H "Access-Control-Request-Method: GET" -H "Access-Control-Request-

Headers: Content-Type, X-Auth-Token” -H 'X-Auth-Token: $authtoken' -H "Content-

Type: application/xml" -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET " 

http://130.206.112.3:8774/v2/$tenant_id servers/detail?name= $vm_name" 

 

9. From the VM details obtained, use VM id in cURL command for issuing a proxy 

shutdown request: 

 

curl -v -H "Access-Control-Request-Method: POST" -H "Access-Control-Request-

Headers: Content-Type,” -H 'X-Auth-Token: $token[id]' -H "Content-Type: 

application/json" -H "Accept: application/json" -X POST 

"http://130.206.112.3:8774/v2/$tenant_id/servers/$vm_id/action" -d '{"os-stop": null}' 

 

10. Script to exchange tokens and issue proxy create command: 

 

File : fiware.pl 

 

use Config::IniFiles; 

use DBI; 

my $config =Config::IniFiles->new(-file=>"details.ini"); 

my $user_sql=$config->val('sql','user'); 

my $password_sql=$config->val('sql','password'); 

my $database_sql=$config->val('sql','database'); 

my $table_proxies=$config->val('sql','table_proxies'); 

my $table_project_quotas=$config->val('sql','table_project_quotas'); 

my $host_sql = $config->val('sql','host'); 

my $port_sql = $config->val('sql','port'); 

 

my $user=$config->val('fiware_login','username'); 

my $password=$config->val('fiware_login','password'); 

my $tenantname=$config->val('fiware_login','tenantname'); 

my $tenantid=$config->val('fiware_login','tenantid'); 

my $url=$config->val('fiware_login','url'); 

%$cloud; 
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unless (defined 

DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:database=$database_sql;host=$host_sql;port=$port_sql"

, $user_sql, $password_sql)) 

        { 

        my $db = DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:host=$host_sql;port=$port_sql",     

$user_sql, $password_sql); 

        $db->do("create database if not exists $database_sql"); 

 printf"created new database $database_sql";         

 } 

my $db = 

DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:database=$database_sql;host=$host_sql;port=$port_sql"

, $user_sql, $password_sql); 

 

$db->do("CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $table_proxies (`id` int (11) NOT NULL 

AUTO_INCREMENT,`name` tinytext NOT NULL ,`location` tinytext NOT 

NULL,`instance` tinytext NOT NULL,`max_users` int(11) NOT NULL,`delete` 

tinyint(1) NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (`id`)) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT 

CHARSET=latin1 AUTO_INCREMENT=1"); 

 

 

$cloud{'volos'}{'nova_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','nova_api_url'); 

#$cloud{'volos'}{'quantum_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','quantum_api_url')

; 

$cloud{'volos'}{'image_name'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','image_name'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'image_ref_id'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','image_ref_id'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'key_name'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','key_name'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'security_group'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','security_group'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'network_id'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','network_id'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_small'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_small'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_medium'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_medium')

; 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_large'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_large'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_xlarge'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_xlarge'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'nova_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','nova_api_url'); 

#$cloud{'spain'}{'quantum_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','quantum_api_url')

; 

$cloud{'spain'}{'image_name'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','image_name'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'image_ref_id'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','image_ref_id'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'key_name'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','key_name'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'network_id'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','network_id'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'security_group'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','security_group'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'flavor_id_small'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','flavor_id_small'); 

 

 

#get auth token 

my $curl=`curl -d '{"auth": {"passwordCredentials": {"username":"$user", 

"password":"$password"},"tenantId":"$tenantid"}}' -H 'Content-type: 

application/json' http://cloud.lab.fiware.org:4730/v2.0/tokens -vvv`; 

(my $authtoken)= $curl =~ /, "id": "(.*)", "tenant":/; 

print"token is:$authtoken\n \n"; 

 

my $imageref=$cloud{$ARGV[0]}{'image_ref_id'}; 

#printf"$imageref\n"; 

my $flavor=eval('flavor_id_'."$ARGV[1]"); 

my $falvor_id= $cloud{"$ARGV[0]"}{"$flavor"}; 
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# create a new proxy server  

my $create_proxy=`curl -v -H "Access-Control-Request-Method: POST" -H "Access-

Control-Request-Headers: Content-Type, X-Auth-Token"  -H 'X-Auth-Token: 

$authtoken' -H "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Accept: application/json" -X 

POST "$cloud{$ARGV[0]}{'nova_api_url'}$tenantid/servers" -d '{"server": 

{"flavorRef": "$falvor_id", "name": "$ARGV[2]", 

"key_name":"$cloud{$ARGV[0]}{'key_name'}", "imageRef": "$imageref",  

"networks": [{"uuid": "$cloud{$ARGV[0]}{'network_id'}"  } ], "security_groups": 

[{"name": "$cloud{$ARGV[0]}{'security_group'}"  } ] } }'`; 

printf"$create_proxy"; 

 

11. Script to exchange tokens and issue proxy shutdown command: 

 

File : fiware_del.pl 

 

use Config::IniFiles; 

my $config =Config::IniFiles->new(-file=>"details.ini"); 

my $user=$config->val('fiware_login','username'); 

my $password=$config->val('fiware_login','password'); 

my $tenantname=$config->val('fiware_login','tenantname'); 

my $tenantid=$config->val('fiware_login','tenantid'); 

my $url=$config->val('fiware_login','url'); 

%$cloud; 

 

$cloud{'volos'}{'nova_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','nova_api_url'); 

#$cloud{'volos'}{'quantum_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','quantum_api_url

'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'image_name'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','image_name'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'image_ref_id'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','image_ref_id'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'key_name'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','key_name'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'security_group'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','security_group'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'network_id'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','network_id'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_small'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_small'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_medium'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_mediu

m'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_large'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_large'); 

$cloud{'volos'}{'flavor_id_xlarge'}=$config->val('fiware_volos','flavor_id_xlarge'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'nova_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','nova_api_url'); 

#$cloud{'spain'}{'quantum_api_url'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','quantum_api_url

'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'image_name'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','image_name'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'image_ref_id'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','image_ref_id'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'key_name'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','key_name'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'network_id'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','network_id'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'security_group'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','security_group'); 

$cloud{'spain'}{'flavor_id_small'}=$config->val('fiware_spain','flavor_id_small'); 

 

#get auth token 

my $curl=`curl -d '{"auth": {"passwordCredentials": {"username":"$user", 

"password":"$password"},"tenantId":"$tenantid"}}' -H 'Content-type: 

application/json' http://cloud.lab.fiware.org:4730/v2.0/tokens -vvv`; 

(my $authtoken)= $curl =~ /, "id": "(.*)", "tenant":/; 

print"token is:$authtoken\n \n"; 

 

my $vm_id_curl =`curl -v -H "Access-Control-Request-Method: GET" -H "Access-

Control-Request-Headers: Content-Type, X-Auth-Token" -H "Origin: 
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http://10.95.41.137" -H 'X-Auth-Token: $authtoken' -H "Content-Type: 

application/xml" -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET 

"$cloud{$ARGV[0]}{'nova_api_url'}$tenantid/servers/detail?name=$ARGV[1]"`; 

 

(my $vm_id)= $vm_id_curl =~ /, "id": "(.*)", "security_groups":/; 

print"vm id is:$vm_id\n \n"; 

 

# issue shutdown command 

my $shut_proxy=`curl -v -H "Access-Control-Request-Method: POST" -H "Access-

Control-Request-Headers: Content-Type, X-Auth-Token" -H "Origin: 

http://130.206.80.93" -H 'X-Auth-Token: $authtoken' -H "Content-Type: 

application/json" -H "Accept: application/json" -X POST 

"$cloud{$ARGV[0]}{'nova_api_url'}$tenantid/servers/$vm_id/action" -d '{"os-

stop": null}'`; 

printf"$shut_proxy"; 

 

12.  When ‘new_proxy.pl’ script is executed as explained in point 4, the ‘fiware.pl’ and 

‘fiware_del.pl’ scripts helps in spawning and shutting down caching proxies. 
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